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ABSTRACT 
 
RELEVANT VERSUS EXTRANEOUS MUSIC IN MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION: 
A STUDY OF THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE 
 
 
By 
Jonathan P. Gunnell 
December 2017 
 
Dissertation supervised by Joseph C. Kush 
 The purpose of this study was to examine whether the inclusion of nonessential music in 
an instructional multimedia presentation affected learners’ ability to recall information in 
retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures.  This study tested the coherence 
principle of multimedia learning which holds that the addition of nonessential content that is not 
relevant to the instruction is detrimental to learning.  This study tested this principle by analyzing 
differences across three groups; a control group which included no additional music, a group 
including bland music selected at random, and a group including music that has been 
intentionally designed to align with instructional content.  Participants responded to a 
questionnaire which collected demographic information as well as self-reported meteorological 
knowledge (SRMK). 
 Primary analyses showed that the presence and type of music included in the presentation 
had no effect on learners’ retention, cued-retention, or transfer outcomes and had no effect on the 
 v 
change in scores from retention to cued-retention measures.  Secondary analyses investigated the 
role of SRMK on retention, cued-retention, and transfer tests as well as the change in scores from 
retention to cued-retention measures. SRMK was found to contribute to differences between 
treatment groups for retention and cued-retention but not for transfer scores.  Supplemental 
analyses found no differences for cognitive measures between the groups containing music and 
the group containing no music.  These results were not found to align with existing research on 
the coherence principle.   
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Research Background 
Music is widely considered one of the most powerful forms of human expression 
yet instructional designers have not yet found a way to harness its power to assist in the 
delivery of multimodal instructional content with a consistently positive outcome.  Over 
the past several decades, researchers have tested the effects music can have on human 
behavior, emotion, and learning.  The majority of these experiments, however, have used 
pre-existing musical compositions and made little to no attempt to align the music in their 
study with the instructional content it accompanies.  The purpose of this study was to 
attempt to coordinate music and instructional content in a way that makes the music a 
complimentary addition, which positively contributes to the learning experience as well 
as learning outcomes. 
 There are two opposing positions within the field of multimedia learning 
regarding the use of music in multimedia content delivery.  Some research has shown 
music to be distracting to learners resulting in poor learning outcomes, while other 
research has shown music to be beneficial to learning because of its ability to alter the 
learner’s mood and arousal.  Richard E. Mayer’s (1997) cognitive theory of multimedia 
learning supports the former position by suggesting that music, when not essential to the 
content it accompanies, is detrimental to learning.  This study builds upon Mayer’s theory 
in an attempt to clarify music’s role in instructional content delivery by testing whether 
music can be manipulated in a way that supports both positions.  That is, can music that 
has been created using compositional film scoring techniques be purposefully aligned to 
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instructional content in a way that enhances learning by increasing learner interest (mood 
and arousal) while not overloading cognition by distracting the learner from the content 
of the presentation? 
Specifically, this study tested Mayer’s coherence principle of multimedia 
learning, which holds that extraneous materials (e.g., words, pictures, sounds) complicate 
a multimedia presentation and can overload the learner’s processing abilities and limit 
cognition (Mayer, 2004; Moreno & Mayer, 2000a).  In turn, this study also tested a 
contradictory theory, known as the arousal theory, which holds that the addition of 
interesting materials could enhance the learning experience and increase the learner’s 
attention resulting in better retention of information. 
 The cognitive theory of multimedia was developed by Mayer (1997) as a model 
for explaining how information is processed, and learning takes place, in a multimedia 
presentation, that is, a presentation consisting of more than one type of media (e.g., text, 
narration, images, music).  Mayer’s theory applies three basic assumptions about the 
process of learning.  The first assumption is based on the work of Paivio (1986, 2006) 
and holds that information is processed within two separate channels within the working 
memory.  The second assumption is based on cognitive load theory and Baddeley’s 
(Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley & Logie, 1999) research on 
working memory.  This suggests that the two channels within the working memory have 
a finite amount of information that can be processed at one time.  If this threshold is 
exceeded, information can be processed erroneously or missed all together.  The final 
assumption of the cognitive theory of multimedia learning is that active processing must 
occur for meaningful learning to take place.  Active processing is the selecting, 
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organization, and integrating of instructional materials during the learning process 
(Mayer, 2009). 
Mayer has revised this theory by developing principles of multimedia learning 
intended to guide instructional designers towards creating content that aligns with the 
learning process (Mayer, 2009; Mayer & Moreno, 2003; Moreno & Mayer, 1999).  
Currently, Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning includes 12 design principles 
for reducing cognitive load.  These principles are grouped into three categories for 
reducing extraneous processing, managing essential processing, and fostering generative 
processing.  While the design of this study takes many of these principles into account, 
the focus of the study is on the coherence principle which belongs to the category dealing 
with the reduction of cognitive load. 
The coherence principle of multimedia learning states that the addition of 
interesting but nonessential words, pictures, or sounds is detrimental to learning (Mayer, 
2009; Moreno & Mayer, 2000a).  Following the coherence principle, Moreno and Mayer 
suggest that the addition of music that is not directly related to the content of a 
multimedia presentation will lessen the ability for the learner to retain information 
because the nonessential materials may cause an overload of the visual and/or auditory 
channel(s) (2000a).  This principle is backed by decades of research supporting the idea 
that nonessential content added to a presentation increases the opportunity for cognitive 
overload which inhibits meaningful learning (Garner, Gillingham, & White, 1989; Harp 
& Mayer, 1997, 1998; Mayer, 2009; Moreno & Mayer, 1999, 2000a; Renninger, Hidi, & 
Krapp, 1992). 
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There is also research supporting the idea that adding interesting, but nonessential 
materials to an instructional presentation may also benefit the learning process by 
increasing the learner’s arousal and therefore making the content more interesting 
resulting in a greater level of attention to the content (Beentjes, Koolstra, & van der 
Voort, 1996; Cockerton, Moore, & Norman, 1997; Darrow & Johnson, 2004; Huang & 
Shih, 2011; Schellenberg, Nakata, Hunter, & Tamoto, 2007).  This concept, often 
referred to as the arousal theory, has resulted in positive learning experiences most often 
when music is the additional media being used.  This phenomenon is often attributed to 
the psychological effects music has on behavior and emotions, as well as physiological 
measures (Schellenberg et al., 2007). 
This study was meant to investigate the effects of adding music that has been 
designed to support the content of the instructional presentation through the use of 
compositional film scoring techniques.  For the purposes of this study, “designed music” 
can be defined as music that has been deliberately and thoughtfully manipulated to 
coincide with the instruction material it accompanies.  This study questions whether 
designed music can play a more important role in the instruction by becoming an 
objective part of the content and therefore be considered relevant as opposed to 
extraneous material.  This study analyzed these possible differences by comparing the 
effects of generic, “canned” music with more literal music that has been purposefully 
designed to complement instructional content, aligning musical aspects such as timbre, 
rhythm, melody, and harmony, with instructional objectives by making compositional 
decisions in the same way that a film composer creates a soundtrack for a motion picture. 
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 Moreno and Mayer (2000a), conducted transfer and retention tests on subjects 
after viewing a short instructional multimedia presentation on the formation of lightning.  
Their study involved four groups of subjects who received differing versions of the 
presentation.  All versions consisted of pictures and narration and the audio 
accompanying the presentation differed across the groups.  One version consisted of 
narration only, a second group received a version with narration and environmental sound 
effects, a third group received a version with narration and background music, and a 
fourth version consisted of narration, sound effects, and background music.  The results 
of the study led the researchers to conclude that “adding extraneous auditory material in 
the form of music tended to hurt students' understanding of the lightning process” 
(Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, p. 121).   
Moreno and Mayer’s presentation on the formation of lightning has been used in a 
number of published studies which exam various principles of multimedia learning.  The 
methods of the present study will borrow from Moreno and Mayer’s experiment by 
redesigning their materials to compare bland background music (following the 
description of the music used in their study) with music that has been composed in a way 
that supports the instructional material through contemporary film composition 
techniques.   
Statement of the Problem 
 In the motivating study, Moreno and Mayer used background music, which they 
described as “synthesized and bland” (2000a, p. 191).  Their study consisted of two 
experiments, which differed in instructional content and related sound effects but used 
identical music.  After comparing the results of the groups who had added sound effects, 
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Moreno and Mayer point out “the necessity of conducting more studies where the 
coordination of the sounds is directly manipulated” and they posit that “the more relevant 
and integrated sounds are, the more they will help students' understanding of the 
materials” (2000a, p. 124).  By using abstract music that did not differ between 
experiments and was not composed specifically for the instructional content, the 
researchers were unable to analyze any specific attributes of the music, which may have 
contributed to their findings. 
 The dramatic influence music has on emotion and behavior and the influence of 
emotion and behavior on learning have been well documented.  Researchers have often 
attempted to study whether music has an effect on learning and the findings vary 
drastically, however, very few researchers look into the purposeful integration of 
designed music in instructional content.   
Significance of the Study 
 The majority of the research on the cognitive effects of music in multimedia 
presentations looks at music from a broad spectrum.  This study narrowed this focus by 
evaluating the specific qualities of music that impacts its ability to aid or hinder 
instructional content by comparing designed music with non-designed music.  Current 
research in the field of instructional multimedia design generally accepts Mayer’s 
coherence principle, which suggests that nonessential music in a multimedia presentation 
is considered extraneous and therefore detrimental to learning.  This study manipulated 
music to integrate it with instructional content in an effort to limit the music’s extraneous 
qualities.  This study showed that music can be designed in a way that compliments 
instruction by adding to intrinsic properties of a presentation rather than extraneous 
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properties.  This finding has a significant value in the fields of instructional design and 
technology.  Finally, this study supports instructional designers and music composers by 
providing suggestions, based on evidence-based research, for developing instructional 
materials, enhanced with music, to positively influence learning achievement. 
Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects music that has been 
intentionally designed to align with content has on learning outcomes in instructional 
multimedia presentations.  Research shows that in general, nonessential elements in an 
instructional multimedia presentation, which do not directly contribute to the instruction 
being delivered, can distract the learner from the intended purpose of the presentation 
causing them to retain less of the intended information.  This study tests whether the use 
of nonessential material, in this case music, can be manipulated in a way that actually 
helps learners process information and commit it to memory as opposed to causing a 
distraction that hinders the process of learning. 
This study tested the coherence principle of multimedia learning, which supports 
the exclusion of non-relevant materials including music.  While there is a large body of 
research supporting this claim, there is also a large amount of research in support of the 
addition of materials that are not necessarily relevant to the instruction, but can increase 
the interest or mood of the learner and therefore have a positive effect on learning 
outcomes.  This study evaluated the effects of designed music on learner’s ability to 
retain and transfer knowledge from an instructional multimedia presentation.  Another 
aim of this study was to add to the process of inquiry in designing music for instructional 
content – an area of instructional design that currently consists of very little research. 
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In the motivating study, the researchers chose to exclude participants who 
identified as having a certain level of prior knowledge in the topic presented in the study. 
Rational for their exclusion was not specifically provided, however, it is assumed that 
their exclusion was an effort to prevent a ceiling effect. A secondary focus of this study 
investigated the effects learners’ self-reported content knowledge may have on their 
ability to recall information in multimedia presentations differentiated by varying styles 
of background music. 
Research Questions 
• Is there a difference in the gain in scores from the retention to the cued-retention 
cognitive measures between groups of participants exposed to multimedia 
presentations featuring designed music composed specifically for the instructional 
content, versus those exposed to non-designed music, or no music at all? 
• Is there a difference in retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures 
of learning between groups of participants exposed to multimedia presentations 
featuring designed music composed specifically for the instructional content, 
versus those exposed to non-designed music, or no music at all?  
• What role does self-reported content knowledge play in differences in the gain in 
scores from the retention to the cued-retention cognitive measures between groups 
of participants exposed to multimedia presentations featuring designed music 
composed specifically for the instructional content, versus those exposed to non-
designed music, or no music at all? 
• What role does self-reported content knowledge play in differences in retention, 
cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning between groups of 
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participants exposed to multimedia presentations featuring designed music 
composed specifically for the instructional content, versus those exposed to non-
designed music, or no music at all?  
Hypotheses 
 H1 There will be a significant change between the retention and cued-
retention cognitive measures of learning across subject groups that view a multimedia 
instructional presentation differentiated by no music, non-designed music, and 
designed music.   
 H2 Retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning will 
significantly vary among subject groups that view a multimedia instructional presentation 
differentiated by no music, non-designed music, and designed music.   
 H3 Self-reported meteorological knowledge will have a significant effect on 
change between the retention and cued-retention cognitive measures of learning across 
subject groups that view a multimedia instructional presentation differentiated by no 
music, non-designed music, and designed music.  Based on implications from the 
motivating study, it is predicted that participants with high meteorological knowledge 
will outperform those with low meteorological knowledge.   
 H4 Retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning will 
significantly vary among participants with high self-reported meteorological knowledge 
and those with low self-reported meteorological knowledge.  Based on implications from 
the motivating study, it is predicted that participants with high meteorological knowledge 
will outperform those with low meteorological knowledge.   
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Assumptions 
• Participants do not have any type of mental or physical disabilities that would 
impair their ability to participate in an interactive multimedia survey.  On-screen 
text explaining the types of media will be presented to participants before 
beginning the survey and subjects will have an opportunity to opt out of the 
experiment before continuing. 
• Participants will follow on-screen instructions regarding the acoustic environment 
they are in, browser compatibility, and hardware limitations which include the 
need for headphones or speakers set to a reasonably audible volume.   
• Participants will respond honestly to the questionnaire meant to assess the 
subject’s proficiency in meteorology and musicianship. 
Limitations 
1. Generalizations of this study will be limited to English speaking adult learners 
enrolled in undergraduate or graduate courses offered by various universities 
within the United States.  This target sample aligns with the majority of the 
population referred to in the literature reviewed for this study. 
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Chapter II 
Literature Review 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether music composed for 
instructional materials using contemporary film scoring techniques can enhance adult 
learning.  This study is meant to investigate options instructional designers have when 
adding music to multimedia presentations in ways that will not contribute to a learner’s 
cognitive overload.  A review of literature examining the effects of music in multimedia 
instruction was conducted and the results show that while extensive research exists 
comparing different styles and properties of music and cognitive measures, very little 
research has been conducted on the intentional manipulation of purposefully composed 
music in multimedia instruction to enhance learning. 
This literature review addresses five areas: (a) a theoretical background of 
multimedia learning; (b) the current state of cognitive load theory; (c) multimedia 
learning theory and the impact of extraneous media on learning; (d) the influence music 
has on learning through the investigation of music’s effect on behavior and emotion and 
the effect of emotion on learning; and (e) a review of studies involving music which has 
been purposefully designed for the instructional information it accompanies. 
Theoretical Background 
 With the continuing advancements in educational technologies, learners have 
been increasingly exposed to multimedia delivery methods, that is, instruction that is 
delivered in more than one mode simultaneously.  Although multimedia presentations are 
widely accepted among educators and researchers due to proven instructional benefits 
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(Mayer, 2009), delivering content using multiple modes (e.g., animation with spoken 
narration) can present challenges for learners.  For this reason, it is important for 
instructional designers to have a solid theoretical understanding of information 
processing (human cognition) and communication (human interaction).  Additionally, 
with the focus of this study being on the role of music in instructional multimedia 
presentations, a general review of research on the role of sound in information processing 
and communication will also be presented. 
Information processing.  Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) are credited with 
proposing the first three-stage information processing model.  The first stage of the 
Atkinson-Shiffrin model involves a fragile storage space called the sensory-register 
where information first enters the memory.  The sensory-register serves as a filter where 
information is quickly sorted and either displaced or passed along to the second stage 
known as the short-term store.  The short-term store, also referred to as the working 
memory, processes information received from the sensory-register by integrating it with 
information from the long-term store.  The long-term store, the final stage of the memory 
model, is where information that has made it through the working memory is held 
indefinitely.  Since its original version, the Atkinson-Shiffrin model has suffered 
criticism and adaptations by other theorists (Baddeley, 1986; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; 
Tulving & Thomson, 1973), but as the first three-stage memory model, its contribution to 
the understanding of information processing is well noted in the field of cognitive 
science. 
Communication.  In 1948, the Bell System Technical Journal published a two 
part article by Claude Shannon which essentially defined the process of communication 
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(Shannon, 1948).  Shannon’s work was later popularized in a book co-authored by 
Shannon and Warren Weaver in which the original article was republished in full 
(Shannon & Weaver, 1963).  This led to the adoption of the name Shannon-Weaver 
model.  This model has since been referred to as the “mother of all models” (Hollnagel & 
Woods, 2005, p. 11) and has been adopted by a wide variety of social science fields.  
This model outlines the communication process through four major stages: (1) a source 
selects a message to communicate; (2) an encoder converts the message into a signal that 
can be transmitted through the appropriate channel; (3) a decoder converts the signal into 
a message that the receiver is capable of accepting; and (4) a receiver accepts the 
message.  The Shannon-Weaver model also discusses noise which occurs throughout the 
process, introducing errors into the signal resulting in imperfect transmission of 
information.  Although the Shannon-Weaver model was original intended to apply to 
physical factors (e.g., telephone communication systems), researchers in the field of 
cognitive science have adopted this general theory and applied it to the process of 
learning. 
The role of sound in information processing and communication.  Research 
has demonstrated that sound plays an important role in information processing and 
communication.  Sound has a better ability to gain attention than images (Kohfeld, 1971; 
Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976).  Sound is also extremely effective in focusing attention 
(Bernstein, Clark, & Edelstein, 1969a, 1969b; Bernstein & Edelstein, 1971).  Gaver 
(1993) describes two ways that humans listen to sound: musical listening and everyday 
listening.  He offers the example of hearing a car in the distance while walking down a 
street.  Focusing on perceptual properties of the sound like pitch, timbre, and loudness 
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would be a form of musical listening.  Alternatively, one could ignore the sound itself 
and instead focus on the fact that it is being made by a powerful car that is quickly 
approaching from behind (causing the person to jump out of the way). This would be an 
example of everyday listening. 
Cognitive Load Theory 
The term cognitive load refers to the amount of information being processed 
within the working memory.  Research also shows that there is a finite limit to the 
amount of information that can be processed at one time.  Cognitive load theory (CLT) 
integrates understanding of the human cognitive system with instructional design 
practices (Baddeley & Logie, 1999; Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004; Paas, Tuovinen, 
Tabbers, & Van Gerven, 2003; Sweller & Chandler, 1991).  CLT suggests that once this 
cognitive limit has been reached, information cannot be processed accurately and will 
therefore result in information being misunderstood or missed all together.  CLT is 
categorized by three contributing factors to cognitive load: intrinsic, extraneous, and 
germane (DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008; Gerjets & Scheiter, 2003; Mayer, 2009; Sweller, 
1999).  These three types of cognitive load make up what is often referred to as the 
triarchic model of CLT. 
Intrinsic load involves the number of elements presented to the learner and the 
interactivity between these elements.  This type of cognitive load is inherent in the 
instructional material and can be considered “fixed” with regard to the learning objectives 
and the learners’ level of expertise (Schnotz & Kürschner, 2007).  Intrinsic load varies 
based on a learner’s level of expertise with regard to the difficulty of the instruction.  
Schnotz & Kürschner (2007) offer an example of participants tasked with understanding 
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abstract legal matters regarding stock companies.  Providing highly readable text, which 
can be understood by 10th graders without law backgrounds, would create a cognitive 
load of comprehension that would be considered intrinsic because it would only include 
elements that are within the learners’ prior knowledge and essential to the learning 
objective.  Alternatively, presenting the same material but with advanced legal 
vocabulary terms would involve elements that are outside of the learners’ prior 
knowledge and nonessential to the learning objective.  These elements would not be 
considered intrinsic.   
Extraneous load involves added elements and activities required by the learner 
that do not directly contribute to the learning goals.  This type of load includes material 
that can be manipulated by the instructional designer.  Material that can contribute to a 
high extraneous load for one group of learners, may not contribute to the extraneous load 
of another group so extraneous load, like intrinsic load, varies based on the expertise of 
the learner and difficulty of the task.  Continuing with the previously mentioned example 
provided by Schnotz & Kürschner (2007), delivering legal information to 10th graders 
using advanced law terminology would include elements that are outside of the learners’ 
prior knowledge and nonessential to the learning objective and would therefore 
contribute to a cognitive load of comprehension that would be considered extraneous as 
opposed to intrinsic. 
Finally, the third type of cognitive load, germane load, refers to the processing 
required to make sense of the information.  This type of cognitive load is not necessarily 
essential to the learning processes but can be beneficial in that it supports the construction 
of schemas by including processes such as comparisons and inferences, which can 
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strengthen learning.  In other words, learning can take place in the absence of germane 
load but increasing germane load can enhance learning as long as it does not create a 
cognitive overload by increasing the overall cognitive load to a point where the learner is 
unable to process all of the information presented (Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 
1998). 
Intrinsic load is inherent to the presentation of materials while extraneous and 
germane loads can be balanced by an instructional designer to encourage the best 
potential learning outcome.  Ideally, a learner’s expertise and the difficulty of the task are 
well balanced and learners are only tasked with processing an intrinsic load.  This idea of 
balancing task difficulty with expertise builds upon what Vygotsky (1963) termed the 
zone of proximal development – the range between the upper and lower limits of task 
difficulty within the instructional material.  Lessoning the extraneous load in a 
multimedia presentation will essentially free up a learner’s cognitive resources allowing 
them to focus on the content (intrinsic load) to be processed (germane load) more 
effectively.   
Limited working memory.  According to Baddeley, working memory is 
comprised of a central executive system, which manages the function of the working 
memory, and two specialized temporary memory systems – the phonological loop and the 
visuospatial sketchpad (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley & Logie, 
1999).  One assumption of CLT is developed from the work of Baddeley and his 
colleagues (1986) who suggest that humans have a limited working memory meaning that 
there is a finite amount of information that can be processed by the working memory at 
any given time.  Once this limit has been reached, information will either not be 
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processed, or errors will occur in the processing of the information before being stored in 
the semi-permanent long-term memory.   
Dual-coding theory.  A second assumption of CLT deals with the processing of 
information in multiple channels within the working memory.  The dual-coding theory 
holds that information is processed in two separate channels, which work independently 
of each other and therefore make it possible for one to process multiple representations of 
a concept within the brain.  Allan Paivio originally hypothesized this theory in the early 
1970s.  Paivio (1986, 2006) conceptualized these two channels as the verbal system, 
which processes spoken or printed words, and the nonverbal system, which processes 
illustrations, video, animation, or background sounds.   
Baddeley’s (1999) research on working memory further extends Paivio’s verbal 
and nonverbal information-processing channels as the phonological loop (verbal), which 
processes spoken words and background sounds, and the visuospatial sketchpad 
(nonverbal), which processes illustrations, video, animation, and printed words.  
Following the sensory-modalities approach, one can hold a visual representation of a car 
in their memory (visuospatial sketchpad) while, at the same time, holding an auditory 
representation of the word ‘car’ (phonological loop).  This information can then be 
retrieved later and the two representations of ‘car’ combine to form what the person 
knows as a ‘car’. 
These differing conceptualizations of the two types of coding taking place within 
the working memory have been combined into what Mayer refers to as the dual-channel 
approach.  Mayer (2009) refers to Paivio’s conceptualization as the presentation-mode 
view because it focuses on the way the information is being represented, while 
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Baddeley’s conceptualization is referred to as the sensory-modalities view because it 
focuses on the senses used to perceive the information.  It is the sensory-modalities 
approach which Mayer applies in his cognitive theory of multimedia learning. 
Table 1 
 
Richard E.  Mayer’s dual-channel theory. 
View Definition Example 
Presentation-mode Verbal and pictorial 
representations 
On-screen text and 
animation; printed text and 
illustration 
Sensory-modalities Auditory and visual senses Narration and animation; 
lecture and slides 
 
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning 
The cognitive theory of multimedia learning is built on three assumptions: 
information is processed in two separate channels within the working memory – an 
auditory channel and a visual channel; there is a limited amount of information that can 
be processed in each channel at one time; and learning is an active process of selecting 
relevant words and images in a presentation, organizing elements in the working memory 
by building relations between the selected material, and integrating the selected material 
with information pulled from prior knowledge (Mayer, 2009). 
The cognitive theory of multimedia learning was developed by Mayer to explain 
the process of learning and how it relates to the varying types of multimedia presentations 
and the three memory stores (sensory, working, and long-term).  Following this theory, 
multimedia information enters the sensory memory through the ears (spoken words) and 
eyes (written words and images) where visual and auditory images of the content can be 
held for a brief period before passing to the working memory.   
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Within the working memory, sounds and images are organized into verbal and 
pictorial models of the information being processed.  For example, the spoken word 
“lightning” could enter the sensory memory through the ears and pass into the working 
memory where it is processed as a verbal representation of the word “lightning” as well 
as a pictorial representation of an image of a flash of lightning that has been pulled form 
prior knowledge.  This dual-coded concept of lightning is then integrated with additional 
information pulled from the long-term memory resulting in learning. 
Cross-channel representations of information allow a learner to process multiple 
forms of media simultaneously.  Coding a concept in two ways also increases the ability 
for one to hold the information in their memory for a longer period of time while 
increasing the likelihood of retaining the information. Figure 1 illustrates the human 
information-processing system according to Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia 
learning. 
 
Figure 1.  The human information-processing system according to the cognitive theory of 
multimedia learning (Mayer, 2009, p.  61). 
Principles of multimedia learning.  Mayer’s research in multimedia learning has 
led him to develop 12 design principles that are meant to help reduce cognitive load in 
multimedia presentations (Mayer, 2009).  The principles are grouped into 3 main 
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categories.  The first of these categories involves reducing extraneous processing.  This 
category includes (a) the coherence principle for removing extraneous material, (b) the 
signaling principle for highlighting essential material, (c) the redundancy principle for 
removing printed text when narration is present, (d) the spatial contiguity principle for 
placing corresponding elements close to each other, and (e) the temporal contiguity 
principle for presenting corresponding elements simultaneously.  The second category 
involves managing essential processing and includes (a) the segmenting principle for 
presenting user-paced segments of material, (b) the pre-training principle for ensuring 
that users have previous knowledge of characteristics of main concepts, and (c) the 
modality principle which supports the use of pictures and spoken words rather than 
pictures and printed words.  Finally, the third category includes 4 principles for fostering 
generative processing and includes (a) the multimedia principle for including words and 
pictures rather than only words, (b) the personalization principle for supporting 
conversational over formal language, (c) the voice principle for supporting a friendly 
human voice over a machine voice, and (d) the image principle which states that 
including a speaker’s image onscreen does not benefit a multimedia presentation. 
Coherence principle.  The main focus of the present study is to add to the body 
of research on the coherence principle of multimedia learning.  This principle is based on 
a collection of research supporting the idea that adding additional, nonessential details, 
often referred to as ‘seductive details’, to learning materials resulted in poorer 
performance for the learner (Garner et al., 1989; Harp & Mayer, 1997, 1998; Renninger 
et al., 1992).  Mayer (1999) referred to the findings in this type of research as the 
coherence effect which led to his coherence principle of multimedia learning.   
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 This study specifically deals with the addition of auditory content; however, the 
coherence principle can be applied to textual and visual information as well.  Mayer and 
his colleagues have published multiple studies which have shown that the addition of 
nonessential images and text can contribute to cognitive overload and result in poor 
learning outcomes (Harp & Mayer, 1998; Mayer, 2003; Mayer, Heiser, & Lonn, 2001; 
Mayer & Moreno, 2002a, 2002b).  The remainder of this literature review will focus on 
research that has investigated the effects of adding auditory information, specifically 
music, to instructional presentations.    
Psychology of Music 
As far back as ancient Greece, the ability music has to affect various aspects of 
our lives has been documented in writing.  Plato went as far as suggesting that the Ionian 
mode would make young men more “effeminate” (Munk, Beck, & Felton, 1844, p. 290).  
The following section of this literature review will outline the research supporting the 
idea that music can have an effect (positive or negative) on behavior and emotions which 
can then influence learning.  In their review of literature on music interventions for 
people with dementia, Sherratt and colleagues point out that music has been shown to be 
effective in decreasing aggression, agitation, wandering, repetitive vocalizations, and 
irritability while showing effectiveness in increasing reality orientation, memory recall, 
time spent with one’s meal, and levels of engagement and participation (Sherratt, 
Thornton, & Hatton, 2004).   
Music on behavior.  Music can be used to influence the behavior of individuals 
outside of an academic setting.  In consumer settings, research has shown significant 
correlations between various styles and attributes of music and buyer-seller interactions 
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(Andersson, Kristensson, Wästlund, & Gustafsson, 2012; Dubé, Chebat, & Morin, 1995).  
For example, classical music has shown to persuade customers to buy more expensive 
wine than wine purchased by customers exposed to top-forty music (Areni & Kim, 1993).  
More recently, a study found that popular music playing in the background of retail 
locations can distract shoppers from store cues but promote positive feelings which may 
then increase customers’ likelihood to continue to shop in that location (Petruzzellis, 
Chebat, & Palumbo, 2014).  Another study showed an increase in sales in a supermarket 
when fast-tempo music was played in the background and a change in the pace of the 
customers with the customers spending more time in the store in the presence of slower-
tempo music (Milliman, 1982).  A study comparing the behaviors of restaurant patrons 
when exposed to different styles of music concluded that patrons stayed longer but 
consumed more alcohol in the presence of slow-tempo background music (Milliman, 
1986).  Volume has also proven to have an effect on consumer behavior (Morrison, Gan, 
Dubelaar, & Oppewal, 2011).  Some researchers have taken research on consumer 
behaviors in the presence of certain types of music even further to suggest specific 
genres, tempos, or volumes of music based on the types of retail stores – a practice 
Chebat, Chebat, & Vaillant (2001) refer to as music ‘fit’. 
Music on emotions.  The majority of the research investigating the effects of 
music on behavior relates changes in subjects’ behaviors to changes in emotions caused 
by the music they were exposed to.  Emotion is comprised of two dimensions: arousal, 
which refers to the intensity of the emotion, and mood, which refers to the positive or 
negative affect of the emotion (Russell, 1980).   
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 There is a large pool of research documenting the impact of music on listeners’ 
emotions.  First, it must be pointed out that there is not always agreement among 
researchers regarding the relationship between human emotions and music.  Peter Kivy 
(1990) labels two schools of thought as the ‘emotivists’ who believe the idea that music 
can provoke a true emotional response in the listener making them actually experience an 
emotion, and the ‘cognitivists’ who support the idea that “music possesses emotive 
qualities that the listener recognizes” and “we hear emotions in the music, we do not feel 
them in ourselves” (1990, p. 173).  These two positions were later tested by analyzing 
subjects’ physiological measures (cardiac, vascular, electrodermal, and respiratory 
functions) and reported emotions while presented with varying types of musical excerpts 
(Krumhansl, 1997).  Results of the study aligned with the ‘emotivist’ position over the 
‘cognitivist’ position.  Similarly, a later study examined difference in brain activity when 
exposed to happy versus sad musical excerpts (Schmidt & Trainor, 2001).   
Another notable study found differences in physiological measures of participants 
viewing a short industrial safety film with varying forms of background music (Thayer & 
Levenson, 1983).  The study consisted of a control group with no music and two groups 
consisting of music composed with the purpose of increasing or decreasing listener’s 
stress levels.  The depth of research on emotional effects of music has continued to 
increase.  In 1998, researchers at the University of Southern California were able to 
detect changes in depression levels of older adults after exposure to “sad” music (Fox, 
Knight, & Zelinski, 1998).  In 2002, researchers at the University of Toronto found that 
varying the tempo of music had an effect on subjects’ arousal but not mood while 
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manipulating the key between major and minor modes had an effect on subjects’ mood 
but not arousal (Husain, Thompson, & Schellenberg, 2002). 
The connection between music and emotions has also been the focus of research 
in the field of neuroscience.  In fact, many of the books topic the best sellers lists within 
the past decade have focused on these connections (Eagleman, 2012; Levitin, 2007; 
Sacks, 2008). 
Music on learning.  It is important to note that the studies included in this review 
of literature examine both adult and young learners.  While research has found 
differences in the listening preferences among different age groups (LeBlanc, Colman, 
McCrary, Sherrill, & Malin, 1988), there is very little evidence to suggest  that 
differences in learning outcomes exist between various age groups (Schellenberg et al., 
2007).  It can therefore be assumed that the inconsistent results of research studies 
involving effects of music on learning can be applied to both young and adult learners. 
 Music has the ability to alter both arousal a mood.  In academic settings, emotions 
have shown to inhibit performance when subjects have extreme levels of arousal (both 
high and low) (Thompson, Schellenberg, & Husain, 2001) as well as when subjects report 
negative moods (Koester & Farley, 1982).  On the other hand, performance has been 
shown to improve when subjects report moderate levels of arousal as well as positive 
moods (Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999). 
As outlined in this literature review, music has proven to have an ability to affect 
our behaviors and emotions and our behaviors and emotions have shown to affect our 
ability to process information.  Therefore, it can be argued that music, when combined 
with instructional material, can have an indirect effect on information acquisition.  The 
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following section of this review of literature will analyze this phenomenon through the 
review of a wide range of studies investigating various aspects of music and their effects 
on various cognitive tasks.  Throughout the 20th and 21st centuries, researchers have been 
analyzing various components of music to determine which aspects of music (tempo, 
consonance, dynamics, pitch, etc.…) can be manipulated to induce positive or negative 
effects on learning outcomes.  The results of these experiments tend to vary greatly and 
often contradict each other. 
Tempo and intensity have been analyzed and in some cases shown to play a factor 
in cognitive abilities.  Faster and more intense music has shown to have a detrimental 
effect on learners’ cognitive test performance and attention, which has been attributed to 
an overload in learners’ auditory channels (Thompson, Schellenberg, & Letnic, 2011; 
Wakshlag, Reitz, & Zillmann, 1982).  In other cases, music with faster tempos have been 
shown to contribute to higher cognitive performance when compared to slower, less 
intense music (Bottiroli, Rosi, Russo, Vecchi, & Cavallini, 2014; Schellenberg et al., 
2007).  Finally, some studies have shown to have no differences in learner performance 
regardless of exposure to varying tempos and intensities (Jäncke & Sandmann, 2010). 
The presence of vocal lyrics has proven to be a factor in the role of music on 
cognitive performance.  In a study comparing reading comprehension of students exposed 
to lyrical top hit singles with students who were not exposed to music, music had a 
detrimental effect on reading comprehension (Anderson & Fuller, 2010).  This research, 
along with the dual-coding assumption of the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, is 
also supported by psychological research on the independence of lyrics and music 
processing within the human brain (Besson, Faita, & Peretz, 1998). 
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Research has found that the likelihood of music affecting subjects has a direct 
connection with the degree to which subjects like or dislike the music (Huang & Shih, 
2011).  In some cases, a positive correlation is found between the learners’ affability 
towards the presented music and their cognitive performance while in other cases, a 
negative correlation can be found.  In either case, it is clear that affability towards the 
music provided in a presentation has some effect on cognitive performance.  One study 
tested if undergraduate and graduate students and found that when listening to music of 
their choosing, participants performed better on an attention test than participants who 
did not listen to any music during the test (Darrow & Johnson, 2004).  Interestingly, there 
were no differences found between students in this study who were majoring in music 
and students who were not. 
A learner’s degree of extroversion has also shown to affect the level to which they 
might be distracted by the inclusion of music in an instructional lesson.  In multiple 
studies, extroverts have been found to perform better than introverts on cognitive tasks in 
the presence of music, however, in most cases, the extroverts still perform worse than 
they do under silent conditions (Chamorro-Premuzic, 2009; Dobbs, 2011; Furnham & 
Bradley, 1997; Furnham, Trew, & Sneade, 1999).   
Negative effects of music on learning.  The coherence principle, as described 
previously, supports the idea that the inclusion of nonessential materials in a multimedia 
presentation, including music, can contribute to cognitive overload causing a poor 
learning experience.  There has been an extensive amount of research supporting the case 
for excluding music from instructional multimedia presentations based on learners’ 
ability to process and retain information when instructional materials include the 
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presence of music that has not been specifically designed to coincide with the 
instructional material it accompanies.  Specifically, the presence of music has been 
shown to have negative effects on cognitive tasks including reading comprehension 
(Anderson & Fuller, 2010; Furnham & Bradley, 1997; Furnham et al., 1999; Henderson, 
Crews, & Barlow, 1945; Thompson et al., 2011), memorization (Fassbender, Richards, 
Bilgin, Thompson, & Heiden, 2012; Furnham & Bradley, 1997), word processing 
(Jensen, 1931; Ransdell & Gilroy, 2001), study habits (Anderson & Fuller, 2010; 
Beentjes et al., 1996), speed of processing (Ilie & Thompson, 2011) and creativity 
(Chamorro-Premuzic, 2009; Ilie & Thompson, 2011). In these studies, which show 
negative effects of music on learning, it should be noted that the music used was chosen 
either at random, or with little consideration to how the music may align with the 
instructional content presented in the experiment.  This limitation overlooks the potential 
for analyzing differences in the effects of varying styles of music on specific tasks. 
Positive effects of music on learning.  The arousal theory states that learners do 
better when they are more interested in the materials they are viewing.  According to the 
arousal theory, one could assume that learners would perform better on transfer and 
retention tests following a presentation that consisted of highly enjoyable materials.  This 
would include the addition of interesting words, pictures, or sounds that may not directly 
relate to the content of the presentation – contradictory to Mayer’s coherence principle of 
multimedia learning.  The majority of the research interprets this phenomenon as a result 
of music’s effect on the learner’s emotions as described above (Schellenberg et al., 2007). 
Contrary to the research presented above, music has also been shown to have 
positive effects on multiple cognitive tasks including IQ test scores (Cockerton et al., 
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1997; Schellenberg et al., 2007), creativity (Schellenberg et al., 2007), math scores 
(Beentjes et al., 1996), writing scores (Beentjes et al., 1996), memory recall 
(Mammarella, Fairfield, & Cornoldi, 2015), selective attention (Darrow & Johnson, 
2004; Huang & Shih, 2011), and speed of processing (Darrow & Johnson, 2004). 
Existing Research Involving Designed Music and Instruction 
Very little research has been conducted that either supports or rejects the use of 
music that has been specifically designed to complement instructional material.  Hardy 
and Jost (1996) tested the recall of three science lessons delivered with equivalent text 
and graphics but varying forms of music.  The musical pieces used in the experiment 
were not composed specifically for the instruction, but they were selected based on the 
level of congruency with the psychological dynamics of the instructional strategies.  
Their findings were inconclusive, but they suggested that “music can be selected and 
inserted into instructional programs more precisely if that insertion is based on its 
objective properties” (Hardy & Jost, 1996, p. 244).  This view aligns with the cognitive 
load theory in that information that is aligned with learning objectives is considered 
intrinsic as opposed to extraneous. 
 Similarly, Walter (2004) compared three groups with identical images and 
narration but varied types of music.  He found that subjects exposed to music that had 
been composed to align with instructional content performed significantly better in 
retention and cued-retention activities than subjects exposed to looped background music 
or no music at all.  Walter concluded that these findings suggest that music is not 
“inevitably extraneous and detrimental to learning” as research in support of the cognitive 
theory of multimedia learning implies, but that “music in a multimedia presentation, 
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though an adjunct, is a type or kind in itself, which may be implemented for instructional 
designs in a manner which is not necessarily detrimental to memory learning” (2004, p. 
73). 
Summary 
 The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not intentionally design 
music for instructional materials could enhance learning if composed it in a way that 
aligns with the content it supports.  This study investigated whether designed music has 
the ability to improve learning by acting as a relevant aide in instruction, contributing to 
intrinsic load, rather than an extraneous adjunct contributing to extraneous load.   
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Chapter III 
Methodology 
Introduction 
 This study is a modified version of Moreno and Mayer’s experiment published in 
the Journal of Educational Psychology (2000a).  In their study, the researchers used four 
groups of subjects exposed to similar videos that varied only by the presence of 
background music, sound effects, or both music and sound effects.  The focus of this 
experiment is specifically on the effects of intentionally designed music so the sound 
effect variable has been left out.  In both studies, the video presentations for all groups 
included recorded narration and still images with a control group consisting of only 
narration (no music).  This study was delivered in an online format using a professional 
online survey solution called Qualtrics.  Participants were provided links via email to 
complete the survey.  This study received Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval 
from both Duquesne University and the University of Pittsburgh. 
Research Design 
 Participants in this study were randomly assigned to one of three treatment 
groups: (1) the narration only group (NO) which serves as the control and includes no 
music incorporated into the presentation; (2) the narration with non-designed music 
group (NNDM) that consists of music that has been chosen with no regard to specific 
elements of the instruction or the learning objectives; and (3) the narration with designed 
music group (NDM) that consists of music that has been specifically composed for the 
presentation with regards to the speed and cadence of the narration and topic of the 
content.   
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Participants 
The survey experiment was administered to English speaking adults via online 
data collection and survey software.  Respondents were required to be at least 18 years 
old with educations ranging between some college experience to terminal degrees.  The 
survey was distributed using an online survey software (Qualtrics) to participants of four 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) offered by the University of Pittsburgh and four 
face-to-face offerings of an undergraduate media production course at Duquesne 
University.  Due to the online format of the experiment, participants were required to 
have a reliable internet connection and because of the visual and auditory elements in this 
study, participants could not have any seeing or hearing impairments that may affect their 
ability to view the visual content or hear the narration and music presented in the study.   
Setting 
 Moreno and Mayer’s (2000a) experiment was conducted in a face-to-face 
environment with participants working at individual computer stations with preloaded 
presentation files.  Due to technological advancements since the original study, this 
version has been adapted to an online format where participants work at a distance in 
their own environments. 
Materials 
 The materials developed for this study included videos created using professional 
video and audio editing software.  The videos in the experiment were brief instructional 
presentations on the formation of lightning derived from materials used by Mayer in 
previous studies.  The visuals and scripted narration in the videos came from still images 
and text used in the form of on-screen text or voiceover narration in many published 
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experiments conducted by Mayer and his colleagues (Mayer & Chandler, 2001; Mayer et 
al., 2001; Mayer, Sobko, & Mautone, 2003; Mayer & Moreno, 2002a; Moreno & Mayer, 
1999, 2000b, 2002). 
 All three versions of the presentation (NO, NNDM, and NDM) were in the form 
of a video – each lasting 2 minutes and 39 seconds.  The videos consisted of 16 slides 
containing colored graphics, which depict the formation of lightning, as well as a 
voiceover narration.  The NNDM version included a, background music loop created in a 
music production software application (GarageBand).  The music used in the NNDM 
version of the presentation was chosen based on the description given in the motivating 
study – “synthesized and bland” (Moreno & Mayer, 2000, p.  119) – and was given no 
specific thought into its potential alignment with specific aspects of the instructional 
content and/or narration it accompanies in the video presentation.  A second music file, 
used for the NDM group, was produced by a professional film and video composer 
specifically for the “How Lightning Presentation” and meant to align with the content of 
the presentation based on the research provided in the literature review.  Two additional 
versions of the presentation were created as music-only audio files – one consisting of 
only the designed music and the other consisting of only the non-designed music.  These 
audio-only versions were used during the cued-retention tests. 
Instrumentation 
 The instrumentation for this study consisted of a participant questionnaire, 
retention test, and transfer test.  These tests were adapted from information given in the 
motivating study and subsequent research studies by the same authors (Mayer, 2009; 
Moreno & Mayer, 2000a).  The tests were delivered using an online survey tool 
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(Qualtrics).  The motivating study included a matching test, which has been left out of 
this experiment.  The researchers in the motivating study found no difference between 
treatment groups and suggested a possible ceiling effect. 
 The participant questionnaire collected information about the participants’ 
academic background, age, gender, meteorological knowledge, music listening habits, 
and music performance proficiency through multiple choice, checkbox, and Likert style 
questions.  The participants’ meteorological knowledge was measured using six questions 
that deal with meteorological terms and symbols.  The participants’ music listening habits 
were measured using three questions regarding listening habits while studying, listening 
frequency, and musical abilities.   
Age Range (multiple choice: under 18, 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 
85-84, 85 or older)  
Gender Identification (multiple choice: male, female, other) 
Highest level of academic completion (multiple choice: some high school, high 
school, some college, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree, graduate degree, 
terminal degree) 
Check items that apply to you: 
I regularly read the weather maps in the newspaper 
I know what a cold front is 
I can distinguish between cumulus and nimbus clouds 
I know what a low pressure system is  
I can explain what makes the wind blow 
I know what this symbol means  
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What is your opinion of your level of meteorological (weather) knowledge (5 
point Likert response: very weak, weak, average, strong, very strong) 
How many hours did you listen to music last week (multiple choice: 10 or 
more, 5-10, 1-5, less than 1) 
Check as many of the following statements which apply to you (multiple 
selection: I own a musical instrument, I have performed music for an audience 
within the past year, I practice a musical instrument at least once a month, I can 
read music) 
 The retention test consisted of a single, open-ended essay question: Please write 
down an explanation of how lightning works.  The cued-retention test was identical to the 
retention test but the students began where they left off in the retention test with their 
previous answer still visible and editable while they listened to the music-only version of 
the video that corresponded to their randomly-assigned group. 
The transfer test consisted of the following four open-ended essay questions:  
"What could you do to decrease the intensity of lightning?"  
"Suppose you see clouds in the sky, but no lightning.  Why not?"  
"What does air temperature have to do with lightning?"  
"What do electrical charges have to do with lightning?" 
Procedure 
 Participants followed a hyperlink to an introductory webpage before beginning 
the study.  This Consent to Participate page provided IRB information, researcher and 
advisor information, and information related to the purpose, procedures, risks, benefits, 
compensation, confidentiality, right to withdrawal, summary of results, and voluntary 
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consent.  Participants had the option to quit or continue on to begin the survey.  If they 
chose to quit the survey, participants were taken to a page instructing them to return to 
the survey at a more convenient time for them.  By choosing to continue, participants 
were automatically forwarded on to one of the three survey groups (NO, NLBM, or 
NDM) at random.  At this point, a screen showed the following instructions:  
This survey will take approximately 20 to 30 minutes to complete.  You 
must complete the survey all at one time.  If you close the survey window at any 
time before submitting, your results will be lost.  Please be sure to only start this 
survey if you know you should have enough time to complete it. 
This survey includes videos and audio that is necessary to hear to 
complete the survey.  Therefore, it is essential that you be in a quiet location free 
from distractions while completing this survey.  Headphones are strongly 
recommended.  On the following page, you will hear audio playing and you will 
be asked to adjust your computer volume to a comfortable listening level.  Please 
only complete this survey one time. 
Once they had entered the survey, participants first completed the questionnaire at 
their own rate before clicking the “continue” button.  If a participant reported that they 
are under the age of 18, they were not able to continue with the survey. 
Second, participants viewed a screen with the following text-based instructions: 
“On the next page, you will view a short video explaining the process of how lightning 
works and when the presentation is finished, you will be asked some questions regarding 
the formation of lightning.” Participants then clicked the “continue” button which began 
the presentation.   
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Third, a version of the “How Lightning Works” video was presented to the 
participant based on their randomly-assigned group (NO, NNDM, or NDM).  These 
videos were embedded into the Qualtrics survey via YouTube.  Playback began 
automatically and controls were hidden and CSS code was used to prevent participants 
from being able to pause, rewind, or fast-forward the presentation.  Only once the video 
had finished were the participants given the option to continue on to the next page.   
Fourth, participants were given 5 minutes to complete the retention test consisting 
of a single question; “Explain how lightning works”.  They had a visible timer showing 
on the screen and could submit their response to move on before time expired.  If time 
expired, their response was automatically saved and submitted and they would 
automatically move forward in the survey.   
Fifth, participants in the NNDM and NDM groups viewed text-based instructions 
that read “You will hear music playing while you complete this next step.  Once the music 
finishes, you will be able to continue on to the final activity in this survey.” Upon 
continuing they were allowed 2 minutes and 38 seconds (the duration of the audio file) to 
revise their original response before having the option to continue.  The audio consisted 
of the music-only version that corresponds to the NNDM or NDM group and was the 
same music they heard accompanying the presentation they had viewed.  Participants in 
the NO group were not given these instructions as their group contains no music.  
Instead, they were given 2 minutes and 38 seconds to “revise or add to” their initial 
response in silence.  In Moreno and Mayer’s (2000a) study, this step of the procedure 
differed in that all participants, regardless of their group, were exposed to the same audio 
during the cued-retention portion of the experiment.  In their study, the researchers 
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compared a control group (narration only) with groups consisting of either added 
background music, sound effects, or both music and sound effects.  The cued-retention 
portion of their experiment exposed all participants to the audio from the group 
consisting of narration, music, and sound effects regardless of their group assignment.  
For this reason, some participants were hearing the music or sound effects for the first 
time.  In this study, the audio in the cued-retention portion of the experiment remain the 
same as the audio accompanying the video the participant had previously watched based 
on their group assignment.  This allows for further comparison of the effects of cueing in 
general, and between designed and non-designed music. 
 Finally, participants were presented with the four transfer questions one-at-a-
time.  They were given up to three minutes to spend on each question.  Participants could 
continue on to the next question at any time, but if three  minutes expired before they 
continue, their response will be automatically submitted and they were forced to move on 
to the final page which thanked them for their participation in the study.   
Scoring 
 The scoring of the retention, and transfer tests was conducted by scorers who are 
unaware of which versions of the presentation the participants were subject to.  Test 
scoring procedures closely followed those provided in Moreno and Mayer’s (2000a) 
similar study.  In their study, a second rater randomly picked a subset of 20% of the tests 
and showed a 94% agreement rate on the retention tests and 88% agreement on the 
transfer tests (Moreno & Mayer, 2000).  In this study, however, a second rater was used 
to rate all of the tests in order to gain a more accurate inter-rater reliability.  The scorers 
worked separately to score all responses before meeting to compare evaluations.  
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Differences in scoring were then discussed and the two scorers worked together to solve 
discrepancies by mutual agreement. 
 As with Moreno and Mayer’s study, retention scores were computed by counting 
the number of major idea units addressed by the participants in their response.  Any 
mention of the following points received one point each: (a) cool air moves, (b) it 
becomes heated, (c) it rises, (d) water condenses, (e) the cloud extends beyond the 
freezing level, (f) crystals form, (g) water and crystals fall, (h) it produces updrafts and 
downdrafts, (i) people feel the gusts of cool wind before the rain, (j) electrical charges 
build, (k) negative charges fall to the bottom of the cloud (or positive charges go to the 
top), (l) a step leader travels down, (m) in a step fashion, (n) the leaders meet, (o) at 165 
feet from the ground, (p) negative charges rush down, (q) they produce a light that is not 
very bright, (r) positive charges rush up, and (s) this produces the bright light people see 
as a flash of lightning (Moreno & Mayer, 2000a).   
Transfer tests were scored as 1 for mention of a correct answer or 0 for no 
response or an incorrect answer.  Mention of removing positive ions from the ground or 
neutralizing the difference in charges between the cloud and ground was accepted for the 
first question about decreasing lightning intensity.  Answers mentioning the possibility of 
clouds not reaching a high enough altitude for water to freeze, lack of moisture in the air, 
absence of ice crystals, no separation of positive and negative ions, or the lack of positive 
charge on the ground were accepted for the second question about how there might be 
clouds with no lightning.  The third question about the relationship between temperature 
and lightning required an answer mentioning the air temperature being cooler than the 
ground, the formation of clouds when warm air rises and cools, or cold air forming ice 
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crystals in clouds.  Finally, acceptable answers for the fourth question about electrical 
charges included the difference in electrical charges within the cloud or the difference in 
charges between the cloud and ground. 
 The meteorological portion of the questionnaires were scored by adding one point 
for each of the 6 possible checklist items pertaining to meteorological knowledge.  The 
result will then be added to the participant’s self-reported meteorological knowledge 
score (0-4) for a maximum possible meteorological score of 10 points.  As with the 
motivating study, participants who scored above 5 were excluded from the primary data 
analysis but they were not excluded from secondary analysis which analyzed differences 
between participants who scored above and below the inclusion threshold.   
In the motivating study, participants who checked more than one of the four 
choices regarding their musicianship abilities were also excluded from the study, 
however, due to the lack of research supporting the case for excluding participants based 
on their music knowledge or preference, this portion of the survey was not included in the 
analyses and no participants were excluded based on responses to music-related 
questions.   
Data Analysis 
 Descriptive statistics were analyzed with Statistical Package for Social Sciences, 
Version 23 (SPSS).  Specifically, descriptive statistics including mean scores, standard 
deviations, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for each of the three groups 
(NO, NNDM, and NDM).  Subsequently, a series of one-way analyses of variance 
(ANOVA) tests were calculated to compare variances among the three groups for each of 
the cognitive measures (transfer, retention, and cued-retention) and a repeated-measures 
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ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) was conducted to compare differences in retention and cued-
retention scores across groups.   
Secondary analyses compared variances among retention, cued-retention, and 
transfer scores based on participants’ self-reported meteorological knowledge (SRMK).  
The authors of the motivating study published two articles in the same year using the 
same questionnaire but chose to exclude participants from analyses based on different 
SRMK cutoff thresholds (Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, 2000b).  No rationale was provided 
by the authors for the use of different thresholds.  The secondary analyses included a 
series of two-way ANOVAs testing for interactions between the treatment groups and 
self-reported meteorological knowledge and variances in retention, cued-retention, and 
transfer scores across the independent variables, SRMK and treatment group.  Secondary 
analyses also included a three-way mixed ANOVA testing for interactions between the 
independent variables, SRMK and treatment group, and the dependent variables retention 
and cued-retention. 
Finally, supplemental analyses included a series of independent-sample t-tests 
which compared mean scores of retention, cued-retention, and transfer scores across 
groups containing music (NNDM and NDM) and the group containing no music (NO).  
This combination of treatment groups was conducted in the motivating study and 
therefore replicated here. 
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Chapter IV 
Results 
Introduction 
 The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects nonessential music has on 
learning outcomes in instructional multimedia presentations.  The overall objective was 
to determine if designed music, composed in a way that intentionally aligns with the 
content of the instruction, can support learning as opposed to distracting learners and 
contributing to cognitive overload. A second objective was to investigate what role self-
reported content knowledge may play in participants’ retention, cued-retention, and 
transfer measures. 
 As part of the study, students participating in courses taught by colleagues of the 
researcher including but not limited to four Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) 
offered by the University of Pittsburgh and four face-to-face offerings of an 
undergraduate media production course at Duquesne University were asked to complete a 
survey.  The survey collected demographic information, measured participants’ self-
reported meteorological and music knowledge, displayed one of three versions of an 
instructional multimedia presentation, and assessed participants’ learning through 
multiple measures.  The dependent variables were measures of retention, cued-retention, 
gained retention, and four transfer questions.  The independent variables were treatment 
group (differentiated by no music, non-designed music, and designed music) and self-
reported meteorological knowledge.  This chapter presents and discusses the statistical 
analysis of the data and its results. 
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Hypotheses review.  This chapter will discuss the findings related to the 
following null hypotheses: 
 H1 There will be a significant change between the retention and cued-
retention cognitive measures of learning across subject groups that view a multimedia 
instructional presentation differentiated by no music, non-designed music, and 
designed music.   
 H2 Retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning will 
significantly vary among subject groups that view a multimedia instructional presentation 
differentiated by no music, non-designed music, and designed music.   
 H3 Self-reported meteorological knowledge will have a significant effect on 
change between the retention and cued-retention cognitive measures of learning across 
subject groups that view a multimedia instructional presentation differentiated by no 
music, non-designed music, and designed music.  Based on implications from the 
motivating study, it is predicted that participants with high meteorological knowledge 
will outperform those with low meteorological knowledge.   
 H4 Retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning will 
significantly vary among participants with high self-reported meteorological knowledge 
and those with low self-reported meteorological knowledge.  Based on implications from 
the motivating study, it is predicted that participants with high meteorological knowledge 
will outperform those with low meteorological knowledge.   
Sample Size 
 In total, 127 survey responses were collected.  Of the original 127 responses, one 
participant used an open-ended response item to mention that they have a hearing 
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disability which made it difficult to understand the voiceovers in the video so this 
participant was removed from the study.  In the motivating study, participants who scored 
above the inclusion threshold for the questions pertaining to meteorological knowledge 
were removed.  This process, as outlined below, was followed for the primary analyses 
leaving a total sample size of 87 participants.  Secondary analyses measure the effects of 
self-reported meteorological knowledge on dependent variables and therefore include 
responses from all 126 participants as explained later in this chapter. 
Exclusion based on self-reported meteorological scores.  The survey included 
two questions used to identify participants who self-reported high levels of 
meteorological knowledge.  The first question asked participants to select as many of six 
statements that they agreed with.  Of the original sample, most participants selected 
between 1 and 5 statements while only 9 participants selected 0 statements, 9 selected 5 
statements, and only 8 selected all 6 statements (see Table 2). 
The statements participants could select were: 
I regularly read the weather maps in the newspaper 
I know what a cold front is 
I can distinguish between cumulus and nimbus clouds 
I know what a low pressure system is  
I can explain what makes the wind blow 
I know what this symbol means  
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Table 2 
 
Frequencies and Percentages of Meteorological Statements (N = 126) 
Number of Statements Selected Frequency Percentage 
0 9 7.1% 
1 38 30.2% 
2 23 18.3% 
3 18 14.3% 
4 21 16.7% 
5 9 7.1% 
6 8 6.3% 
 
The second question used to identify participants who self-reported high levels of 
meteorological knowledge asked to rate their meteorological knowledge on a Likert scale 
from very weak to very strong.  In the original sample, most participants selected weak or 
average while 15 selected very weak, 10 selected strong, and no participants self-reported 
a very strong level of meteorological knowledge (see Table 3). 
Table 3 
 
Self-Reported Meteorological Strength (N = 126) 
 Frequency Percentage 
Very weak 15 11.9% 
Weak 41 32.5% 
Average 60 47.6% 
Strong 10 7.9% 
Very strong 0 0% 
 
The Likert scale question was coded on a 0-4 scale with very weak being 0 and 
very strong being 4.  Participants’ scores on this question were added to the number of 
statements selected in the first question to create a total score for self-reported 
meteorological knowledge on a scale from 0-10.  As with the motivating study, 
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participants who scored 6 or above were excluded from primary analyses (see Table 4).  
This led to the exclusion of 39 participants. 
Table 4 
 
Self-Reported Meteorological Knowledge Totals (N = 126) 
Total SRMK Score Frequency Percentage 
0 4 3.2% 
1 13 10.3% 
2 21 16.7% 
3 26 20.6% 
4 9 7.1% 
5 14 11.1% 
6* 20 15.9% 
7* 9 7.1% 
8* 6 4.8% 
9* 4 3.2% 
10* 0 0% 
      Note: * indicates participants excluded from primary analysis 
 
Of the remaining 87 participants, most respondents selected either 1, 2, or 3 
statements in the first question.  Only 9 of the 87 respondents did not select any 
statements and no one selected 4 or more statements (see Table 5).  The majority of 
participants selected either weak or average on the Likert question with 15 very weak and 
only 1 strong (see Table 6).   
Table 5 
 
Frequencies and Percentages of Meteorological Statements (N = 87) 
Number of Statements Selected Frequency Percentage 
0 9 10.3% 
1 38 43.7% 
2 23 18.3% 
3 17 19.5% 
4 or more 0 0% 
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Table 6 
 
Self-Reported Meteorological Strength (N = 87) 
 Frequency Percentage 
Very weak 15 17.2% 
Weak 41 47.1% 
Average 30 34.5% 
Strong 1 1.1% 
Very strong 0 0% 
 
Participant Demographics  
Age and gender.  The first portion of the survey collected demographic 
information and self-reported meteorological and musical knowledge of the participants.  
Of the 87 respondents, 58 (66.7%) were female and 29 (33.3%) were male.  Regarding 
age, the majority of participants were between the ages of 18 and 24 as shown in Table 7.   
Table 7 
 
Respondents' Age Range (N = 87) 
Age Frequency Percentage 
18-24 48 55.2% 
25-34 21 24.1 
35-44 8 9.2% 
45-54 5 5.7% 
55-64 4 4.6% 
65-74 1 1.1% 
 
Education.  Participants were asked to report their highest level of academic 
achievement.  Participants most frequently indicated Some College as their highest level 
of academic achievement as shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 
 
Respondents' Highest Level of Academic Completion (N = 87) 
Degree Frequency Percentage 
High School 6 6.9% 
Some College 37 42.5% 
Associate’s Degree 4 4.6% 
Bachelor’s Degree 18 20.7% 
Master’s Degree 19 21.8% 
Doctoral Degree 3 3.4% 
 
Self-reported musical knowledge and time spent listening to music.  The 
survey consisted of two questions pertaining to the participants’ musical knowledge.  The 
first question asked participants to select as many of four statements about their musical 
knowledge that they agreed with. Of the 87 participants included in the analysis, most 
participants selected between 0 and 2 statements while 4 participants selected 3 
statements and no participants selected 4 statements (see Table 9).   
The statements participants could select were: 
I own a musical instrument 
I have performed music for an audience within the past year 
I practice a musical instrument at least once a month 
I can read music.   
Table 10 displays the results of the final question regarding the time participants 
spent listening to music during the previous week.  Results were fairly spread out 
between listening to 1-5 hours, 6-10 hours, and more than 10 hours while only 8% of 
respondents listened to less than 1 hour of music.  In the motivating study, the researchers 
excluded participants based on responses to these questions, however, as outlined in the 
literature review, there is little research to support the exclusion of participants based on 
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musical knowledge and listening preferences.  No participants were excluded from 
analysis based on responses to these two questions. 
Table 9 
 
Number of Music Statements Selected (N = 87) 
Number of Statements Selected Frequency Percentage 
0 25 28.7% 
1 39 44.8% 
2 16 18.4% 
3 4 4.6% 
4 0 0% 
 
Table 10 
 
Time Spent Listening to Music During Previous Week (N = 87) 
 Frequency Percentage 
Less than 1 hour 7 8% 
Between 1 and 5 hours 31 35.6% 
Between 6 and 10 hours 25 28.7% 
More than 10 hours 24 27.6% 
 
Primary Analyses 
Two statistical analyses were conducted to test for differences in cognitive 
measures among the three groups.  Participants in one group viewed a presentation with 
no additional music and only narration (NO), another group viewed presentations with 
narration and non-designed music (NNDM), and the presentation viewed by the third 
group included narration and the addition of designed music (NDM).  The first analysis, a 
one-way repeated measures analysis of variance, tested the retention and cued-retention 
scores across these groups while the second analysis, a one-way analysis of variance, 
tested the transfer scores across these groups. 
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One-way RM-ANOVA on cued-retention with treatment – H1.  A one-way 
repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was conducted to compare the 
effect of the style and presence of music on retention.  The repeated measures were 
scores on the retention and cued-retention tests which made up the 2-level within-subjects 
factor, Cued Retention with Treatment (CRT).  The between-subjects factor was Group 
(NO, NNDM, NDM).  The CRT, Group, and CRT X Group interaction effect were tested 
using the multivariate criterion of Wilk’s Lambda (l).   
Tests of assumptions.  There were no outliers in the data, as assessed by 
inspection of boxplots.  Normality was assessed by calculating residuals and running 
Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for retention and cued-retention scores.  The Shapiro-Wilk test 
found that residuals of the retention scores were non-normally distributed (p = .000) (see 
Table 11), with moderate positive skewness of .973 (SE = .258) and kurtosis of .475 (SE 
= .511) (see Table 12).  An additional Shapiro-Wilk test found that residuals of the cued-
retention scores were also non-normally distributed (p = .002), with moderate positive 
skewness of .679 (SE = .258) and kurtosis of -.130 (SE = .511).  However, the RM-
ANOVA test is considered a robust test against the normality assumption.  There was 
homogeneity of variances for both retention scores (p = .456) and cued-retention scores 
(p = .853), as assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances.  Because there are only 
two levels to the within-subject factor, the assumption of sphericity has been met. 
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Table 11 
 
Shapiro-Wilk Tests for Normality on Residuals of Dependent Variables, Retention and 
Cued-Retention Scores 
 Shapiro-Wilk 
 Statistic df Sig. 
Residual for Retention Score .917 87 <.001* 
Residual for Cued-retention Score .949 87 .002* 
     Note.  *p < .05    
 
Table 12 
 
Skewness and Kurtosis of Dependent Variables, Retention and Cued-Retention Scores 
 Statistics Std.  Error Z-score 
Residual for Retention Score    
     Skewness .973 .258 3.77 
     Kurtosis .475 .511 .93 
Residual for Cued-retention Score    
     Skewness .679 .258 2.63 
     Kurtosis -.130 .511 .25 
 
One-way RM-ANOVA results.  The resulting one-way repeated measures 
ANOVA produced a significant within-subjects main effect of the style and presence of 
music on CRT, l = .798, F(1,84) = 21.288, p < .001, meaning that participants showed a 
significant increase in scores from the retention to the cued-retention tests.  However, 
there was no significant interaction effect on CRT X Group l = .967, F(2,84) = 1.455, p 
= .239 and no significant interaction on the main effect for the between-subjects variable, 
Group, F(2,84) = .066, p = .936 (see Table 13).  Table 14 displays the mean and standard 
deviation for retention and cued-retention scores across the three groups.   
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Table 13 
 
RM-ANOVA for Cued Retention with Treatment Summary Table 
Source SS df MS F p ES 
Within-subjects       
     CRT 10.502 1 10.502 21.288 <.001* .202 
     CRT X Group 1.436 2 .718 1.455 .239 .033 
Between-subjects        
     Group 3.329 2 1.664 .066 .936 .002 
     Note.  *p < .05       
     CRT = Cued Retention with Treatment 
 
Table 14 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables, Retention and Cued-Retention 
 NO 
(n = 32) 
NNDM 
(n = 25) 
NDM 
(n = 30) 
Total 
(N = 87) 
Retention     
     Mean 4.25 4.00 3.97 4.08 
     Std.  Deviation 3.637 3.379 3.469 3.468 
Cued-retention     
     Mean 4.72 4.28 4.70 4.59 
     Std.  Deviation 3.621 3.600 3.725 3.614 
 
One-way ANOVAs on dependent variables – H2.  Next, three one-way 
ANOVAs were conducted to compare the effect of the style and presence of music on the 
three dependent variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Transfer scores.  These 
analyses test the second hypothesis which predicts that retention, cued-retention, and 
transfer scores will vary across the three treatments groups.  Scores from the four 
separate transfer questions were added to create a new dependent variable, Sum of 
Transfer scores.   
Tests of assumptions.  No outliers were found in the three dependent variables 
across the three groups (NO, NNDM, and NDM), as assessed by inspection of boxplots.  
There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed by Levene's test for equality of 
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variances for Retention (p = .456), Cued-Retention (p = .853), and Sum of Transfer (p = 
.194).  Normality was assessed by evaluating skewness and kurtosis (see Table 15) and 
conducting the Shapiro-Wilk’s test which found all three dependent variables to be non-
normally distributed across all three groups as shown in Table 16.  However, the 
ANOVA test is considered a robust test against the normality assumption. 
Table 15 
 
Skewness and Kurtosis of Dependent Variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Sum of 
Transfer 
  Statistic SE Z-score 
Retention     
 Narration only    
      Skewness .708 .414 1.71 
      Kurtosis -.203 .809 .25 
 Narration and non-designed music    
      Skewness .754 .464 1.63 
      Kurtosis -.262 .902 .29 
 Narration and designed music    
      Skewness 1.597 .427 3.74 
      Kurtosis 3.103 .833 3.73 
Cued-Retention     
 Narration only    
      Skewness .530 .414 1.28 
      Kurtosis -.437 .809 .54 
 Narration and non-designed music    
      Skewness .586 .464 1.26 
      Kurtosis -.858 .902 .95 
 Narration and designed music    
      Skewness 1.068 .427 2.50 
      Kurtosis 1.495 .833 1.79 
Sum of Transfer     
 Narration only    
      Skewness .-.046 .414 .11 
      Kurtosis -1.289 .809 1.59 
 Narration and non-designed music    
      Skewness .072 .464 .16 
      Kurtosis -.433 .902 .48 
 Narration and designed music    
      Skewness -.481 .427 1.13 
      Kurtosis -.409 .833 .49 
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Table 16 
 
Shapiro-Wilk Tests for Normality on Residuals of Dependent Variables, Retention and 
Cued-Retention and Sum of Transfer Scores 
 Shapiro-Wilk 
 Statistic df Sig. 
Retention    
     NO  .900 32 .006* 
     NNDM  .907 25 .026* 
     NDM  .838 30 <.001* 
Cued-Retention    
     NO  .930 32 .038* 
     NNDM  .906 25 .025* 
     NDM  .907 30 .013* 
Sum of Transfer    
     NO  .891 32 .004* 
     NNDM  .898 25 .017* 
     NDM  .893 30 .006* 
     Note.  *p < .05    
     NO = Narration Only 
     NNDM = Narration and Non-Designed Music 
     NDM = Narration and Designed Music 
 
One-way ANOVA results.  A one-way ANOVA was conducted to determine if 
Retention differed for three groups viewing instructional videos with varying music.  
There was no significant difference found between the means of Retention scores across 
the three groups, F(2,84) = .060, p = .942, partial η2 = .001.  A second one-way ANOVA 
was conducted to determine if Cued-Retention differed between the three groups.  
Similarly, no significant difference in Cued-Retention was found between groups, 
F(2,84) = .124, p = .884, partial η2 = .003.  Finally, a third one-way ANOVA showed no 
significant difference in the Sum of Transfer scores between the three groups, F(2,84) = 
.079, p = .079, partial η2 = .002.  Mean and standard deviation statistics for the dependent 
variables across the three groups are displayed in Table 17.  
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Table 17 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Sum of 
Transfer 
 NO 
(n=32) 
NNDM 
(n=25) 
NDM 
(n=30) 
Total 
(N=87) 
Retention     
     Mean 4.25 4.00 3.97 4.08 
     Std.  Deviation 3.637 3.379 3.469 3.468 
Cued-Retention     
     Mean 4.72 4.28 4.70 4.59 
     Std.  Deviation 3.621 3.600 3.725 3.614 
Sum of Transfer     
     Mean 2.06 2.04 2.17 2.09 
     Std.  Deviation 1.435 1.207 1.177 1.273 
 
Secondary Analyses 
 The following section evaluates the original sample data by comparing the 
dependent variables across groups with regards to participants’ self-reported 
meteorological knowledge (SRMK).  These analyses examine the differences in SRMK 
across the three treatment groups with regards to the dependent variables and investigates 
possible interactions between SRMK and the treatment group.  A three-way mixed 
ANOVA and a series of two-way ANOVAs are used to test the third and fourth 
hypotheses concerned with the effect SRMK may have on differences in retention and 
cued-retention scores and differences between treatment groups respectively. 
Participant demographics.  After including participants who were previously 
excluded from the study due to high scores on the meteorological questions of the survey, 
the sample size increased to 126 with 76 (60.3%) females and 50 (39.7%) males.  
Demographic statistics for this sample are shown in Tables 18 through 23.  
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Table 18 
 
Respondents' Age Range (N = 126) 
Age Frequency Percentage 
18-24 63 50% 
25-34 33 26.2% 
35-44 10 7.9% 
45-54 9 7.1% 
55-64 8 6.3% 
65-74 2 1.6% 
74-85 1 .8% 
 
Table 19 
 
Respondents' Highest Level of Academic Completion (N = 126) 
Degree Frequency Percentage 
High School 9 7.1% 
Some College 47 37.3% 
Associate’s Degree 5 4% 
Bachelor’s Degree 27 21.4% 
Master’s Degree 31 24.6% 
Doctoral Degree 6 4.8% 
Other Terminal 1 .8% 
 
Table 20 
 
Responses to Meteorological Statements (N = 126) 
Number of Statements 
Selected 
Frequency Percentage 
0 9 7.1% 
1 38 30.2% 
2 23 18.3% 
3 18 14.3% 
4 21 16.7% 
5 9 7.1% 
6 8 6.3% 
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Table 21 
 
Self-Reported Meteorological Strength (N = 126) 
 Frequency Percentage 
very weak 15 11.9% 
weak 41 32.5% 
average 60 47.6% 
strong 10 7.9% 
very strong 0 0% 
 
Table 22 
 
Number of Music Statements Selected (N = 126) 
Number of Statements Selected Frequency Percentage 
0 30 23.8% 
1 57 45.2% 
2 24 19.0% 
3 10 7.9% 
4 5 4.0% 
 
Table 23 
 
Time Spent Listening to Music During Previous Week (N = 126)  
 Frequency Percentage 
Less than 1 hour 13 10.3% 
Between 1 and 5 hours 43 34.1% 
Between 6 and 10 hours 37 29.4% 
More than 10 hours 33 26.2% 
 
Three-way mixed ANOVA on retention and cued-retention scores – H3.  A 
three-way mixed ANOVA was conducted to test the third hypothesis by comparing the 
effect of the style and presence of music on retention and determine whether interactions 
exist among the independent variables Group (NO, NNDM, and NDM) and Self-
Reported Meteorological Knowledge (SRMK).  SRMK was coded as 1 for participants 
scoring below the threshold previously used to determine inclusion in the study (n=87) 
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and 0 for participants scoring above the threshold (n=39).  The within-subjects factor was 
Cued Retention with Treatment (CRT) which consisted of two levels, retention score and 
cued-retention score.  Main effects for CRT and Group, two-way interactions for CRT X 
Group, CRT X SRMK, and the three-way interaction CRT X Group X SRMK were 
tested using the multivariate criterion of Wilk’s Lambda (l). 
Tests of assumptions.  There were no outliers in the data, as assessed by 
inspection of boxplots.  Normality was assessed by calculating residuals and running 
Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for retention and cued-retention scores.  The Shapiro-Wilk test 
found that residuals of the retention scores were non-normally distributed (p = .000) (see 
Table 24), with moderate positive skewness of .949 (SE = .216) and kurtosis of .608 (SE 
= .428) (see Table 25).  An additional Shapiro-Wilk test found that residuals of the cued-
retention scores were also non-normally distributed (p = .003), with moderate positive 
skewness of .715 (SE = .216) and kurtosis of .063 (SE = .428).  However, the RM-
ANOVA test is considered a robust test against the normality assumption.  There was 
homogeneity of variances for both retention scores (p = .647) and cued-retention scores 
(p = .395), as assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances.  Because there are only 
two levels to the within-subject factor, the assumption of sphericity has been met.  
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Table 24 
 
Shapiro-Wilk’s Test for Normality on Residuals for Dependent Variables, Retention and 
Cued-Retention Scores 
 Shapiro-Wilk 
 Statistic df Sig. 
Residual for Retention Score .929 126 <.001* 
Residual for Cued-retention Score .952 126 <.001* 
     Note.  *p < .05    
 
Table 25. 
 
Skewness and Kurtosis of Residuals for Dependent Variables, Retention and Cued-
Retention Scores  
 Statistics Std.  Error Z-score 
Residual for Retention Score    
     Skewness .946 .216 4.38 
     Kurtosis .608 .428 1.42 
Residual for Cued-retention Score    
    Skewness .715 .216 3.31 
    Kurtosis .063 .428 .15 
 
Three-way mixed ANOVA results.  A three-way mixed ANOVA was conducted 
to compare the effect of the style and presence of music on retention and determine 
whether interactions exist among the independent variables Group (NO, NNDM, and 
NDM) and self-reported meteorological knowledge (SRMK).  There was not a 
statistically significant three-way interaction between Tests, Group and SRMK, l = .978, 
F(2, 120) = 1.367, p = .259, partial η2 = .022 (see Figures 2 and 3).  A statistically 
significant two-way interaction was found between CRT and Group, l = .920, F(2, 20) = 
5.210, p = .007, η2 = .080, as displayed in Figure 4, and between the two independent 
variables Group and SRMK, F(2) = 3.800, p = .025, η2 = .060, indicating that retention 
and cued-retention scores differ based on some combination of the presence and type of 
music included in the instructional video and the participants’ self-reported 
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meteorological knowledge.  Figure 5 displays this interaction.   No significant two-way 
interaction was found between CRT and SRMK, l = 1.000, F(1, 120) = .002, p = .968, 
partial η2 = .000 (see Figure 6).   
 
 
Figure 2.  Line plot interaction between Tests, Group, and SRMK above threshold 
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Figure 3.  Line plot interaction between Tests, Group, and SRMK below threshold  
 
Figure 4.  Line plot interaction between Tests and Group 
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Figure 5.  Line plot interaction between Group and SRMK  
 
Figure 6.  Line plot interaction between Tests and SRMK  
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Statistical significance of a simple main effect was accepted at a Bonferroni-
adjusted alpha level of .025 for the CRT and Group interaction.  There was a statistically 
significant simple main effect of Group at the Cued-Retention level, F(2, 120) = 
4.444, p = .014, but not at the Retention level, F(2, 120) = 2.523, p = .084.  Statistical 
significance of a simple main effect was accepted at a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of 
.017 for the Group and SRMK interaction.  There was a statistically significant simple 
main effect of Group at the above-threshold level, F(2, 120) = 4.862, p = .009, but not at 
the below-threshold level, F(2, 120) = .067, p = .935 (see Figure 5).   
Table 26 
 
Three-way Mixed ANOVA for Retention Summary Table 
Source SS df MS F p η2 
Within-subjects       
   CRT 12.308 1 12.308 23.099 <.001* .161 
   CRT X Group 5.553 2 2.776 5.210 .007* .080 
   CRT X SRMK .001 1 .001 .002 .968 .000 
   CRT X Group X SRMK 1.457 2 .728 1.367 .259 .022 
Between-subjects        
   Group 173.298 2 86.649 3.494 .034* .055 
   SRMK 32.578 1 32.578 1.314 .254 .011 
   Group X SRMK 188.511 2 94.255 3.800 .025* .060 
   Note.  *p < .05       
   CRT = Cued Retention with Treatment factor 
   SRMK = Self-Reported Meteorological Knowledge 
 
All pairwise comparisons were performed for statistically significant simple main 
effects.  Bonferroni corrections were made with comparisons within each simple main 
effect considered a family of comparisons.  Adjusted p-values are reported.  Mean Cued-
Retention scores were higher for participants in the NDM group than participants in the 
NO group, a mean difference of 2.641 (95% CI, 0.405 to 4.876), p = .015.  For 
participants with above-threshold SRMK scores, mean CRT scores were higher for 
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participants in the NDM group than participants in the NO group, a mean difference of 
4.745 (95% CI, 1.010 to 8.481), p = .008.  In the NDM group, mean CRT scores were 
higher for participants in the above-threshold SRMK group than participants in the 
below-threshold SRMK, a mean difference of 3.367 (95% CI, .821 to 5.913), p = .010.  
Table 27 displays the mean and standard deviation for retention and cued-retention scores 
across the three groups.   
Table 27 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables, Retention and Cued-Retention  
 Group SRMK 
Threshold 
Mean Std.  
Deviation 
N 
Retention NO Below 2.91 2.468 11 
Above 4.25 3.637 32 
Total 3.91 3.400 43 
NNDM Below 4.61 3.712 18 
Above 4.00 3.379 25 
Total 4.26 3.492 43 
NDM Below 7.10 3.635 10 
Above 3.97 3.469 30 
Total 4.75 3.726 40 
Total Below 4.77 3.652 39 
Above 4.08 3.468 87 
Total 4.29 3.526 126 
Cued-Retention NO Below 3.00 2.449 11 
Above 4.72 3.621 32 
Total 4.28 3.418 43 
NNDM Below 4.78 3.639 18 
Above 4.28 3.600 25 
Total 4.49 3.582 43 
NDM Below 8.30 4.572 10 
Above 4.70 3.725 30 
Total 5.60 4.199 40 
Total Below 5.18 4.058 39 
Above 4.59 3.614 87 
Total 4.77 3.751 126 
     NO = Narration Only 
     NNDM = Narration and Non-Designed Music 
     NDM = Narration and Designed Music 
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Two-way ANOVAs on dependent variables – H4.  A series of two-way 
ANOVAs was conducted to test the fourth hypothesis by comparing the effect of the 
treatment group and SRMK on the three dependent variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, 
and Sum of Transfer scores.  Main effects and interactions are reported in this section. 
Tests of assumptions.  No outliers were found in the three dependent variables as 
assessed by inspection of boxplots.  There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed by 
Levene's test for equality of variances for Retention (p = .647), Cued-Retention (p = 
.395), and Sum of Transfer (p = .500).  Normality was assessed by conducting the 
Shapiro-Wilk’s test which found residuals for dependent variables to be normally 
distributed across the majority of the groups with 6 of the 18 groups shown to be non-
normally distributed (see Table 28).  However, the ANOVA test is considered a robust 
test against the normality assumption 
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Table 28 
 
Shapiro-Wilk’s Tests for Normality on Dependent Variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, 
and Sum of Transfer 
  Shapiro-Wilk 
  Statistic df Sig. 
Retention     
 Above Threshold    
      NO  .934 11 .450 
      NNDM  .904 18 .067 
      NDM  .959 10 .769 
 Below Threshold    
      NO  .900 32 .006* 
      NNDM  .907 25 .025* 
      NDM  .929 30 <.001* 
Cued-Retention     
 Above Threshold    
      NO  .930 11 .415 
      NNDM  .911 18 .091 
      NDM  .954 10 .712 
 Below Threshold    
      NO  .930 32 .038* 
      NNDM  .906 25 .025* 
      NDM  .907 30 .013* 
Sum of Transfer     
 Above Threshold    
      NO  .949 11 .632 
      NNDM  .950 18 .430 
      NDM  .959 10 .775 
 Below Threshold    
      NO  .942 32 .087 
      NNDM  .947 25 .211 
      NDM  .943 30 .106 
     Note: *p < .05     
     NO = Narration Only 
     NNDM = Narration and Non-Designed Music 
     NDM = Narration and Designed Music 
 
Two-way ANOVA results for Retention Scores.  A two-way ANOVA found a 
statistically significant interaction between SRMK and Group on Retention scores, F(2, 
120) = 3.258, p = .042, partial η2 = .052, indicating that the effect the treatment group has 
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on retention depends on SRMK.  (see Figures 7 and 8).  Therefore, an analysis of simple 
main effects for Group was performed with statistical significance receiving a Bonferroni 
adjustment and being accepted at the p < .025 level.  There was a statistically significant 
difference in mean Retention scores between Groups for participants scoring above the 
SRMK threshold, F(2, 120) = 3.849, p = .024, partial η2 = .060, indicating that retention 
scores differed across treatment groups for participants whose SRMK scores were above 
the original inclusion threshold as displayed in Figure 7.  There was also a statistically 
significant difference in mean Retention scores between above- and below-threshold 
SRMK scores for participants in the NDM treatment group, F(1, 120) = 6.106, p = .015, 
partial η2 = .048, indicating that retention scores differed between the high and low 
scoring SRMK groups within the group whose presentation included designed music as 
displayed in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 7.  Line plot interaction for Retention between Group and SRMK 
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Figure 8.  Line plot interaction for Retention between SRMK and Group  
 All pairwise comparisons were run for each simple main effect with reported 
95% confidence intervals and p-values Bonferroni-adjusted within each simple main 
effect.  Mean Retention scores for participants scoring above the SRMK threshold in 
groups NO, NNDM, and NDM were 2.91 (SD = 2.468), 4.61 (SD = 3.712) and 7.10 
(SD = 3.635), respectively (see Table 29).  Participants scoring above the SRMK 
threshold in the NO group had a significantly lower mean score than those in the NDM 
group, 4.191, 95% CI [.507, 7.875], p = .020.  The mean Retention score for participants 
in the NDM group above the SRMK threshold was 7.10 (SD = 1.098) and those scoring 
below the threshold were 3.97 (SD = .634).  Participants in the NDM group with SRMK 
scores above the threshold had a significantly higher mean score than those with scores 
below the threshold, 3.133, 95% CI [.623, 5.644], p = .015. 
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Table 29 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Retention 
 Mean SD N 
Narration Only    
     Above Threshold 2.91 2.468 11 
     Below Threshold 4.25 3.637 32 
     Total 3.91 3.400 43 
Narration and Non-designed Music    
     Above Threshold 4.61 3.712 18 
     Below Threshold 4.00 3.379 25 
     Total 4.26 3.492 43 
Narration and Designed Music    
     Above Threshold 7.10 3.635 10 
     Below Threshold 3.97 3.469 30 
     Total 3.75 3.726 40 
 
Two-way ANOVA results for Cued-Retention scores.  A two-way ANOVA 
found a statistically significant interaction between SRMK and Group on Cued-Retention 
scores, F(2, 120) = 4.196, p = .017, partial η2 = .065, indicating that the effect the 
treatment group has on cued-retention depends on SRMK.  (see Figures 9 and 10).  
Therefore, an analysis of simple main effects for Group was performed with statistical 
significance receiving a Bonferroni adjustment and being accepted at the p < .025 level.  
There was a statistically significant difference in mean Cued-Retention scores between 
Groups for participants scoring above the SRMK threshold, F(2, 120) = 5.745, p = .004, 
partial η2 = .087, indicating that cued-retention scores differed across treatment groups 
for participants whose SRMK scores were above the original inclusion threshold as 
displayed in Figure 9.  There was also a statistically significant difference in mean Cued-
Retention scores between above- and below-threshold SRMK for participants in the 
NDM treatment group, F(1, 120) = 7.322, p = .008, partial η2 = .058, indicating that 
cued-retention scores differed between the high and low scoring SRMK groups within the 
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group whose presentation included designed music as displayed in Figure 10.  
 
Figure 9.  Line plot interaction for Cued-Retention between Group and SRMK  
 
Figure 10.  Line plot interaction for Cued-Retention between SRMK and Group  
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All pairwise comparisons were run for each simple main effect with reported 95% 
confidence intervals and p-values Bonferroni-adjusted within each simple main effect.  
Mean Retention scores for participants scoring above the SRMK threshold in groups NO, 
NNDM, and NDM were 3.00 (SD = 2.449), 4.78 (SD = 3.639) and 8.30 (SD = 4.572), 
respectively (see Table 30).  Participants scoring above the SRMK threshold in the NO 
group had a significantly lower mean score than those in the NDM group, 5.300, 95% CI 
[1.435, 9.169], p = .003.  Participants scoring above the SRMK threshold in the NNDM 
group also had a significantly lower mean score than those in the NDM group, 3.522, 
95% CI [.033, 7.011], p = .047.  The mean Cued-Retention score for participants in the 
NDM group above the SRMK threshold was 8.30 (SD = 4.572) and those scoring below 
the threshold were 4.70 (SD = 3.725).  Participants in the NDM group with SRMK scores 
above the threshold had a significantly higher mean score than those with scores below 
the threshold, 3.600, 95% CI [.966, 6.234], p = .008. 
Table 30 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Cued-Retention 
 Mean SD N 
Narration Only    
     Above Threshold 3.00 2.449 11 
     Below Threshold 4.72 3.621 32 
     Total 4.28 3.418 43 
Narration and Non-designed Music    
     Above Threshold 4.78 3.639 18 
     Below Threshold 4.28 3.600 25 
     Total 4.49 3.582 43 
Narration and Designed Music    
     Above Threshold 8.30 4.572 10 
     Below Threshold 4.70 3.725 30 
     Total 5.60 4.199 40 
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Two-way ANOVA results for Sum of Transfer scores.  A two-way ANOVA 
found no statistically significant interaction between SRMK and Group on Sum of 
Transfer scores, F(2, 120) = .276, p = .276, partial η2 = .759, indicating that the effect the 
treatment group may have on transfer scores is not dependent upon SRMK (see Figures 
11 and 12).  There was no statistically significant difference in Sum of Transfer scores for 
above or below average SRMK, F(1, 120) =3.572, p = .061, partial η2 = .029, as shown in 
Figure 11.  Similarly, no significant main effect was found in Group for SRMK, F(1, 
120) =.691, p = .503, partial η2 = .011, as shown in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 11.  Line plot interaction for Cued-Retention between Group and SRMK  
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Figure 12.  Line plot interaction for Cued-Retention between SRMK and Group  
Supplemental Analysis 
Independent-sample t-tests on non-music vs.  music groups.  As with the 
motivating study, differences in retention, cued-retention, and transfer scores were 
compared between the combined groups containing added sound (NDM and NNDM) and 
the group containing no added sound (NO).  A new variable, Music Presence, was 
created by coding groups NDM and NNDM as 1 (music present) and coding group NO as 
0 (no music present).  Independent-sample t-tests were carried out on the three dependent 
variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Sum of Transfer scores. 
Tests of assumptions.  Inspection of boxplots found no outliers in the dependent 
variables across the two groups, music (M) and no music (NM).  A Shapiro-Wilk test 
found all three variables scores to be non-normally distributed across all three groups as 
shown in Table 31.  However, the t-test is considered a robust test against the normality 
assumption as the sample size increases.  There was homogeneity of variances for 
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retention (p = .914), cued-retention (p = .628), and transfer scores (p = .181) as assessed 
by Levene's test for equality of variances.   
Table 31 
 
Shapiro-Wilk’s Tests of Normality on Dependent Variables, Retention, and Cued-
Retention by Presence of Music 
  Shapiro-Wilk 
 Music Statistic df Sig. 
Retention Score No .899 43 .001* 
 Yes .905 83 <.001* 
Cued-retention Score No .925 43 .008* 
 Yes .926 83 .000* 
Sum of Transfer Scores No .895 43 .001* 
 Yes .899 83 .000* 
     Note.  *p < .05     
 
Independent-sample t-test results.  Independent-sample t-tests were conducted to 
determine if the retention, cued-retention, and sum of transfer scores differed for groups 
with and without the presence of music.  While the means increased slightly for each of 
the dependent variables in groups containing presentations with music (see Table 32), 
these differences were not shown to be significant (see Table 33).   
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Table 32 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Sum of 
Transfer Scores 
 Music N Mean Std.  
Deviation 
Retention No 83 3.91 3.40 
 Yes 43 4.49 3.59 
Cued-Retention No 83 4.28 5.21 
 Yes 43 5.02 4.29 
Sum of Transfer  No 83 2.16 1.38 
 Yes 43 2.25 1.21 
 
Table 33 
 
Independent-Samples T-Test Results  
 
t df 
Sig.  (2-
tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 
Std.  Error 
Difference 
Retention -.379 124 .706 -.090 .238 
Cued-retention -.885 124 .378 -.487 .663 
Sum of Transfer  -1.058 124 .292 -.745 .704 
 
Summary 
 This chapter presented the results and findings of research on the coherence 
principle of multimedia learning by recreating and modifying a study originally 
conducted by Moreno and Mayer in 2000.  The study collected data from participants via 
an online survey containing instructional videos accompanied by retention, cued-
retention, and transfer tests.   
 A total of 127 responses were collected and one response was dropped due to 
missing data.  Of the remaining 126 responses, 39 were excluded from analysis due to 
participants self-identifying as having a high level of meteorological knowledge.  Two 
thirds of the remaining participants were female with the majority of the total participants 
between 18 and 24 years of age.  Close to half of the participants were working towards a 
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college degree followed by participants with a highest level of education listed as a 
bachelor’s degree, followed by master’s degree, followed by high school diploma, 
followed by associate’s degree, and a small minority held doctoral degrees. 
 Respondents were asked to report their perception of their own meteorological 
knowledge.  Of the 87 participants used in the analysis, the majority of respondents 
reported having weak meteorological knowledge, followed by average, followed by very 
weak, and one respondent reported having strong meteorological knowledge.  
Participants were also asked to report the number of hours of music they listen to within a 
week.  Approximately one third of the respondents listened to between 1 and 5 hours of 
music, closely followed by 6 to 10 hours, followed by more than 10 hours, and the 
minority of respondents listened to less than 1 hour of music. 
 The four transfer test questions in the study were combined to form a single, 
summed variable and the three dependent variables, Retention, Cued-Retention, and Sum 
of Transfer scores were then tested using a series of one-way ANOVAs to compare the 
effect of style and presence of music on the dependent variables.  No significant 
difference was found in the means of any of the three dependent variables across the 
three groups. 
 After cleaning the data and testing for assumptions, a one-way repeated measures 
analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was conducted to compare the effect of the style and 
presence of music on retention.  A significant main effect was found for the change in 
means between the retention and cued-retention tests but the means did not significantly 
vary between the three groups (NO, NNDM, and NDM) and there was no significant 
interaction between the tests and groups. 
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 Secondary analyses were conducted after the 39 participants who were originally 
excluded from analysis were returned, increasing the sample size (N = 126).  After 
cleaning the data and testing for assumptions a three-way mixed ANOVA was conducted 
to compare the effect of the style and presence of music on retention when accounting for 
SRMK.  There was no significant three-way interaction, however, two-way interactions 
were found between CRT and Group and between Group and SRMK.  Cued-retention 
scores were significantly higher for participants in the group containing designed music 
than those in the group containing no added music.  Within the group of participants with 
higher SRMK scores, mean CRT scores were higher in the designed music group than the 
group with no music.  Within the group containing designed music, mean CRT scores 
were found to be higher for the participants with higher SRMK scores than those with 
lower SRMK scores. 
Retention, Cued-Retention, and Summed Transfer scores were analyzed by a 
series of two-way ANOVA with the independent variable of self-reported meteorological 
knowledge (SRMK). A significant two-way interaction was found between treatment 
group and SRMK in an analysis of Retention scores as well as simple main effects in 
treatment group and SRMK.  Participants who scored above the cutoff threshold on the 
SRMK survey questions performed significantly higher in the NDM group as those in the 
NO group.  Within the NDM group, participants scoring above the threshold in SRMK 
performed significantly better than participants falling below the threshold. 
 A two-way interaction was also found between treatment group and SRMK in an 
analysis of Cued-Retention scores.  Statistically significant differences were found in 
both simple main effects for treatment group and SRMK.  As with the results of the 
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analysis of Retention scores, participants who scored above the cutoff threshold on the 
SRMK survey questions performed significantly higher in the NDM group as those in the 
NO group.  Participants above the threshold also scored significantly higher in the NDM 
group than in the NNDM group.  Participants in the NDM group with SRMK scores 
above the threshold had a significantly higher mean score than those with scores below 
the threshold. 
With regards to the Sum of Transfer scores, a two-way ANOVA found no 
interaction between SRMK and treatment group on Sum of Transfer scores.  No 
statistically significant main effects were found for either treatment group or SRMK 
independent variables.   
Finally, a series of independent-sample t-tests were conducted on the three 
dependent variables (retention, cued-retention, and sum of transfer scores) to look for 
mean differences between the narration only group and a combination of the two groups 
containing added music.  The presence of music was not found to account for differences 
in means for retention, cued-retention, or summed transfer scores.    
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Chapter V 
Discussion 
Summary of the Study 
 The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects music that has been 
intentionally designed to align with content may have on learning outcomes in 
instructional multimedia presentations. This study tested whether the use of nonessential 
material, in this case music, could be manipulated in a way that actually helps learners 
process information and commit it to memory as opposed to causing a distraction that 
hinders the process of learning.  Specifically, the following research questions were 
explored:  
• Is there a difference in the gain in scores from the retention to the cued-retention 
cognitive measures between groups of participants exposed to multimedia 
presentations featuring designed music composed specifically for the instructional 
content, versus those exposed to non-designed music, or no music at all? 
• Is there a difference in retention, cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures 
of learning between groups of participants exposed to multimedia presentations 
featuring designed music composed specifically for the instructional content, 
versus those exposed to non-designed music, or no music at all?  
• What role does self-reported content knowledge play in differences in the gain in 
scores from the retention to the cued-retention cognitive measures between groups 
of participants exposed to multimedia presentations featuring designed music 
composed specifically for the instructional content, versus those exposed to non-
designed music, or no music at all? 
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• What role does self-reported content knowledge play in differences in retention, 
cued-retention, and transfer cognitive measures of learning between groups of 
participants exposed to multimedia presentations featuring designed music 
composed specifically for the instructional content, versus those exposed to non-
designed music, or no music at all?  
Summary of Procedure 
 The materials used in this study were adapted from the motivating study by 
Moreno & Mayer in which the researchers conducted their experiment in face-to-face 
settings and participants completed paper and pencil questionnaires, viewed multimedia 
presentations on a personal computer, and completed retention, cued-retention, transfer, 
and matching activities (2000a).  The instruments used in this study matched those used 
by Moreno & Mayer to the researcher’s best abilities with the exception of the matching 
test, which was not included in this study.  There were four versions of the multimedia 
presentation, “How Lightning Works”, in the motivating study.  One version had no 
additional music or sounds, a second version included the addition of “synthesized and 
bland” music, a third version included environmental sound effects, and a fourth version 
included both music and environmental sounds.  The visual content and script for the 
narration are comparable between this study and the motivating study.  Because the focus 
of this study is specific to the type of music as opposed to sound in general, only three 
presentations were used: one with no added music, a second with the addition of 
“synthesized and bland” music, and a third with music designed by a professional film 
composer specifically for the instructional presentation. 
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 Participants in this study first responded to a questionnaire before viewing one of 
the three multimedia presentations depending on the group they were randomly assigned 
to. They then completed the timed, single-question retention test.  During the following 
cued-retention test, participants were asked to add to or change their original response to 
the retention test while music from the instructional video played in the background.  
Participants who were in the narration only group heard no music during the cued-
retention test.  Finally, participants were asked 4 short essay transfer questions before 
submitting the survey. 
Interpretation of Results 
Primary analyses.  The primary analyses align with the research questions of the 
motivating study and pertain to the first two hypotheses presented in this study.  These 
analyses investigated the relationship between the treatment group and the change in 
retention and cued-retention scores and the relationship between treatment group and the 
three cognitive measures tested in this study: retention, cued-retention, and treatment. 
Differences between retention and cued-retention.  In the motivating study, 
researchers collected data on the same cognitive measures, however, they did not make 
comparisons between the change in scores from retention to cued-retention so a direct 
comparison to their results cannot be made here.  Building on Moreno and Mayer’s work, 
this study was designed to compare retention to cued-retention scores in an attempt to 
find what effect music may have on verbal recall.  Participants were found to perform 
better on cued-retention tests than retention tests but the type and presence of music in 
the presentation they viewed cannot be attributed to their increased performance.  Music 
was not found to increase or decrease learners’ ability to recall the information presented 
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in the study.  Therefore, the first hypothesis (H1) dealing with the change between 
retention and cued-retention scores must be rejected.  
One possible explanation for the lack of differences between retention and cued-
retention scores when accounting for the presence and type of music could be due to the 
briefness of the presentation.  The designed music in this study was composed with the 
intent to align with the instruction in a way that might form retrieval cues that may have 
been used to trigger the participants memory during the cued-retention test.  The designed 
music is similar to a film score but differs in that the music in the presentation is too brief 
for motifs (recurring musical themes) to be used to align with specific aspects of the 
instructional content. 
The effect of music on cognitive measures.  The motivating study found that 
participants who viewed presentations that did not include added music outperformed 
participants who viewed presentations that did include music for all three cognitive 
measures: retention, cued-retention, and transfer.  Unlike the motivating study, the results 
of this study showed no differences between retention, cued-retention, or transfer scores 
across groups containing no music, designed music, or non-designed music.  In other 
words, the type and presence of music had no significant effect on cognitive measures.  
Therefore, the second null hypothesis (H2) must also be rejected.  
Research on the coherence principle, as outlined in Chapter 2 of this study, 
suggests that the addition of nonessential sounds is detrimental to learning (Garner et al., 
1989; Harp & Mayer, 1997, 1998; Renninger et al., 1992).  A competing idea known as 
the arousal theory was also presented in the literature review.  The arousal theory 
suggests that the addition of interesting materials could enhance the learning experience 
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and increase the learner’s attention resulting in better retention of information (Beentjes 
et al., 1996; Cockerton et al., 1997; Darrow & Johnson, 2004; Huang & Shih, 2011; 
Schellenberg et al., 2007).  In either case, differences between the treatment groups in 
this study should be expected.  The results of the primary analyses do not support either 
the coherence principle or arousal theory. Possible reasons for the lack of significant 
findings are outlined in the following sections. 
Findings relating to the coherence principle.  With regards to the coherence 
principle, participants in both groups containing music should have earned lower 
retention, cued-retention, and transfer scores than those in the narration only group which 
did not include any additional, nonessential material.  A possible cause for the lack of 
support for the coherence principle could be that the materials in the study did not 
contribute enough nonessential material to overload the learners.  According to the 
cognitive load theory, which the coherence principle is based on, there are three factors 
that contribute to cognitive load, intrinsic, extraneous, and germane.  It is possible that 
the nonessential music included in two of the three groups in this study were either not 
loud enough or not complex enough to increase extraneous load to a level that could 
distract participants from the content and cause cognitive overload.  This partially 
supports the expected findings of this study in that the music used in the designed music 
group was purposefully created with the intent to add to intrinsic load as opposed to 
extraneous load.  There is no evidence that the music in either the designed or non-
designed music groups contributed to extraneous load – at least not to a level that would 
prevent learners from retaining instructional content. On the contrary, it could also be that 
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the added music in both cases may have contributed to extraneous load but the intrinsic 
and germane loads were low enough for learners not to suffer from cognitive overload. 
Findings relating to the arousal theory.  Although the coherence principle and 
arousal theory support opposite views on the addition of nonessential materials in 
instructional presentations, results which do not support one do not necessarily support 
the other as evident in this study.  Results in support of the arousal theory would have 
shown differences in retention, cued-retention, and transfer scores across the three groups 
with the groups containing music outperforming the group containing only narration.  In 
this study, however, no differences were found between the groups.  An argument 
defending the lack of differences could be that the music chosen for the non-designed 
music group and the music composed for the designed music group may not have been 
appealing enough to participants to increase their interest in the content. 
Secondary analyses.  The secondary analyses conducted in this study were meant 
to build upon the motivating study by comparing the participants who scored above and 
below the inclusion threshold to determine if there are differences between these two 
groups and if prior knowledge on the topic presented interacts with the type and presence 
of music included in the presentation.  The primary and secondary analyses followed the 
outline provided by the motivating study which excluded participants scoring above 5 
points on the SRMK questions. It can be assumed that this was done in an effort to 
prevent a ceiling effect, however, in a study using the same questionnaire and published 
in the same journal that year, the researchers chose to exclude participants who scored 
above 7 points instead of 5 points on the SRMK questions (Moreno & Mayer, 2000b).  
No rationale was given for the cutoff threshold chosen in either study. It is important to 
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note that this study used 5 points as the cutoff threshold for both the primary and 
secondary analyses in an effort to align with the motivating study and that using 7 points 
would have drastically changed the results.  
Differences between retention and cued-retention.  As reported above in the 
primary analyses, this study found that within the original sample of participants, which 
excluded those who scored above the threshold for self-reported meteorological 
knowledge, participants’ retention scores differed from cued-retention scores.  In the 
secondary analysis, differences between these scores were found to be based on some 
combination of the presence or type of music included in an instructional video and the 
participants’ self-reported meteorological knowledge (SRMK).  Therefore, the third null 
hypothesis (H3) pertaining to SRMK affecting the differences between retention and 
cued-retention is accepted.  Interestingly, SRMK alone does not account for the increase 
in cued-retention scores from retention scores.  It is only when combined with the music 
groups factor that SRMK accounts for differences between the retention and cued-
retention scores.  
No interaction was found between the increase in retention to cued-retention 
scores and participants’ SRMK.  This could suggest that, with regards to the gain in cued-
retention scores, SRMK did not create a ceiling effect has implied by the researchers of 
the motivating study and those scoring above the threshold might also have been included 
in the study.  Unlike the motivating study, which found that music was detrimental to 
learning in all analyses that showed significant differences between groups, differences 
were found between cued-retention scores across the three treatment groups with the 
group receiving narration and designed music performing better than the group receiving 
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no music at all.  Additionally, within the above-threshold SRMK group, CRT scores were 
higher in the treatment group receiving designed music than the group receiving no added 
music.  In other words, participants who reported having a higher level of knowledge 
about the topic performed better when designed music was included in the instructional 
multimedia presentation.  This contradicts the findings of the motivating study and 
research supporting the coherence principle which predicts that the addition of 
nonessential auditory material will have a detrimental effect on verbal recall.  In this case, 
where music was found to have an effect on cued-retention, the presence of designed 
music encouraged rather than discouraged verbal recall.  Designed music, while 
nonessential, proved to have a positive instructional purpose in the delivery of content for 
participants with high confidence in their knowledge of the content. 
Within the group including designed music, participants with above-threshold 
SRMK significantly outperformed those with below-threshold SRMK.  This was to be 
expected since the assumption in the motivating study was that participants who scored 
high on SRMK questions already had a base knowledge of the content presented in the 
study, however, these results differed for the narration only and narration and non-
designed music treatment groups where performance did not significantly differ between 
above- and below-threshold SRMK groups.  These findings suggest that the inclusion of 
designed music may have a positive effect on information recall when the learners 
already have some level of pre-training on the topic.  Similarly, these findings may 
suggest that designed music proves beneficial when a learner’s confidence in their 
knowledge of the content is high.  More research needs to be done in this area to further 
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investigate the potential interaction between designed music in multimedia presentations 
and a learner’s confidence or prior knowledge on the topic of the presentation. 
Alternatively, the lack of differences in two of the three groups could indicate a 
misalignment between the survey questions and the content presented in the study.  
Participants were asked to identify any number of six specific statements about 
meteorology that applied to them, however, none of these statements were directly related 
to content covered in the presentation about the formation of lightning (see APPENDIX 
A).  It can be argued that a participants’ knowledge of what a cold front symbol means, 
differences between cumulus and nimbus clouds, and weather map viewing habits may 
not accurately predict how they will perform on tests related to the formation of 
lightning.  It can also be noted that the researchers of the motivating study have used the 
questionnaire and formation of lightning instructional content in multiple studies but 
chose different cutoff thresholds for inclusion for each (Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, 2000b). 
Differences in self-reported meteorological knowledge.  Further investigation 
into the effect of SRMK on performance found an interaction between participants’ 
SRMK and treatment group for both retention and cued-retention scores.  These findings 
suggest a link between participants’ confidence in their understanding of the material and 
the type or presence of nonessential music accompanying instructional multimedia 
content.  In both cases, participants with higher levels of SRMK differed significantly 
across the three treatment groups while participants with lower levels of SRMK did not.  
Participants with above-threshold SRMK scores in the group containing designed music 
significantly outperformed the group with no music on both the retention and cued-
retention tests.  Furthermore, participants with above-threshold SRMK scores in the 
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group containing designed music outperformed the group containing non-designed music 
on cued-retention tests.  This suggests that, with regards to retention and cued-retention, 
nonessential music, especially when designed specifically to align with instruction, is 
more likely to improve performance if the learner is confident in their knowledge of the 
content before participating in the instructional activity.  This again contradicts the 
findings of the motivating study and additional research supporting the coherence 
principle in that nonessential material, in this case designed music, was found to have a 
positive effect on performance. Having a higher level of confidence in their knowledge of 
the subject area may have lessened the difficulty of the material for these participants, 
freeing cognitive processing, and thus allowing the participant to attend to cues in the 
designed music making the content more pleasurable and memorable.  
These findings differed for transfer scores where no interaction or main effects 
were found.  For this reason, the fourth hypothesis (H4) dealing with the differences 
between treatment groups among high vs low SRMK is rejected with regards to the 
transfer variable but accepted for the retention and cued-retention variables. 
Supplementary analyses.  Unlike the motivating study, supplementary analyses 
in this study found no differences between the treatment groups containing music and the 
group containing only narration for all three cognitive measures: retention, cued-
retention, and transfer.  This suggests that the presence of music, regardless of type, did 
not affect participants’ ability to recall verbal information presented to them in 
instructional multimedia presentations.  This finding does not align with the motivating 
study in which the researchers reported significant main effects for the presence of music 
for all three cognitive measures.  Similar to the results of the primary analyses, the 
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findings of the supplementary analyses do not directly support the coherence principle or 
the arousal theory – both of which would predict differences among the groups.  Instead, 
these findings show that these competing ideas may not be mutually exclusive.  
Limitations 
 As an instructional designer, it is often difficult to predict the environment of 
learners who will be viewing a multimedia presentation – especially when the content is 
being developed for an online course.  Participants assumingly completed the experiment 
in a wide variety of environments.  A number of participants completed this survey in a 
classroom lab setting.  For most participants, however, the survey was conducted online, 
at a time chosen by the participant, and using the computer and speaker or headphone 
preference of the participant.  It can be assumed that the environment chosen by 
participants who did not complete the survey in a classroom lab setting chose the same 
environment they would choose to complete similar academic activities.  It can also be 
assumed that the environments of this sample are comparable to the real-world 
environments of the population.  However, one limitation in this study is that information 
about the participants’ learning environments was not collected and therefore this study 
cannot confidently predict that these findings would be identical in a variety of learning 
environments which may be subject to a variety of external distractions. 
 A second limitation in this study was that the instrumentation did not collect 
participants’ opinions or interest level in the designed and non-designed music 
compositions accompanying the instructional presentations.  This data would have been 
helpful in assessing whether participants may have been distracted or excited by the 
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music which could help identify the type of load, intrinsic or extraneous, the music may 
have contributed to. 
Implications for Practice 
 The presence of audio and video in online and face-to-face learning environments 
has steadily increased while the ability to create multimedia presentations has become 
more affordable and easier for non-technical instructors.  Students have come to expect 
multimedia presentations as a standard aspect of their learning experience (Pechenkina & 
Aeschliman, 2017; Speaker, 2004).  However, as outlined in Chapter 2 and shown in the 
results of this study, there is not agreement within the field of instructional design as to 
what the best practices are for creating a multimedia presentation with regards to 
nonessential music.   
In general, this study found that the inclusion of music, whether composed to 
align with the content or not, did not have a negative effect on learning.  Under certain 
circumstances, the inclusion of designed music or non-designed music was actually better 
than having no music at all.  It is important to note, however, that although designed 
music was shown to impact positive results in some cases, the cost and effort involved in 
designing music specifically for the content in this study was expensive and time 
consuming.  Professionally composing music designed to accompany multimedia 
presentations for a typical K12 class or general college course setting can be impractical 
if not impossible.  Instructors with the technical ability to easily add pre-recorded music 
to their instructional content should exercise caution when doing so.  However, these 
findings can apply more directly to the development of large-scale digital interactive 
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learning courses.  Interactive training modules for corporations, online courseware, and 
instructional apps may all benefit from the proper use of designed music. 
Future Research 
 The secondary analyses in this study focused on the effects of participants’ self-
reported meteorological scores.  In doing so, possible areas for improvement were 
identified in the instrumentation.  The questionnaire accompanying the instructional 
content in this study has been used in a number of experiments by the authors of the 
motivating study as well as others conducting similar research on various aspects of 
instructional multimedia design (Curran, 2012; Mayer, 2009; Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, 
2000b; Walter, 2004).  Future research is suggested to improve the instrumentation used 
in these studies.  The questions regarding self-reported meteorological knowledge could 
be revised to better align with the meteorological content presented in the instructional 
material.  Instead of general questions dealing with weather, participants could be asked 
specific questions regarding the formation of lightning. 
 The music used in the non-designed treatment group was chosen by the researcher 
without input from peers or a focus group.  If replicated, this study could be improved by 
narrowing down a selection of music with the purpose of finding something that 
participants may find more engaging.  This might promote differences among treatment 
groups that either support the coherence principle by distracting learners or the arousal 
theory by improving performance.  Similarly, more insight could be gained by including 
a post-survey in the study to collect participants’ opinions of the music present in the 
videos.  This information would be helpful in concluding whether the music may have 
distracted or engaged learners. 
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 This study identified a connection between students’ confidence in their 
understanding of a topic, in this case, meteorological knowledge, and their performance 
on cognitive tests under various conditions.  Additional research is needed to investigate 
this possible link between student confidence and the presence and type of music in 
instructional materials.  In this study, higher confidence levels aligned closely with the 
arousal theory while lower confidence levels did not.  Future research needs to be 
conducted in this area to identify if this is a possible contributing factor to the vast body 
of research supporting each of two competing ideas – arousal theory and the coherence 
principle. 
 Finally, future research in this area could be improved by acquiring copies of the 
materials used in the motivating study.  While this study was able to replicate the 
materials with a high confidence, comparisons between similar studies could be 
strengthened if the studies were pulling from the same bank of materials and as a result 
increase generalizability. 
Conclusion 
 The results in the motivating study led the researchers to adapt the coherence 
principle to suggest that instructional designers “only include complementary stimuli that 
are relevant to the content of the lesson” (Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, p. 124).  The 
practical implication they provided for instructional designers was simply to not include 
auditory materials “for reasons of appeal or entertainment”(Moreno & Mayer, 2000a, p. 
124).  This study was designed with the intent of developing auditory material that was 
specifically designed to align with the content of the presentation and therefore does not 
fall under the description of being for “appeal or entertainment” but rather it becomes 
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“relevant to the content of the lesson”.  One of the treatment groups in this study was 
designed to purposefully include bland music that was not intended to be relevant to the 
content but instead included strictly for entertainment purposes.  Analyses showed no 
differences between these groups when compared to the control group which included a 
presentation containing no music at all.  When factoring in learners’ confidence in the 
subject material, however, differences were found in several areas.  
 In conclusion, results of this study neither support nor reject the coherence 
principle. The addition of nonessential music cannot be simply deemed detrimental or 
beneficial.  While there is research supporting the exclusion of nonessential music, other 
factors, in this case, self-confidence in the topic, can interact with the presence of 
nonessential music to promote positive outcomes.  Results support the idea that these 
competing ideas do not have to be mutually exclusive.  The inclusion of nonessential 
audio in multimedia presentations is an extremely complex subject that needs to be 
approached by instructional designers on a case-by-case basis.  
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Appendix A 
Questionnaire 
Adapted from a survey used by Moreno and Mayer (2000a). 
 
Age (open ended numeric response)  
Gender Identification (multiple choice: male, female, other) 
Highest level of academic completion (multiple choice: some high school, high school, 
some college, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree, graduate degree, terminal degree) 
Check items that apply to you: 
I regularly read the weather maps in the newspaper 
I know what a cold front is 
I can distinguish between cumulus and nimbus clouds 
I know what a low pressure system is  
I can explain what makes the wind blow 
I know what this symbol means  
What is your opinion of your level of meteorological (weather) knowledge (5 point 
Likert response: Very weak to very strong) 
How many hours did you listen to music last week (multiple choice: 10 or more, 5-10, 
1-5, less than 1) 
Check as many of the following statements which apply to you (multiple selection: I 
own a musical instrument, I have performed music for an audience within the past year, I 
practice a musical instrument at least once a month, I can read music) 
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Appendix B 
Duquesne University IRB Approval 
 
  

'XTXHVQH8QLYHUVLW\,5% 3URWRFRO([HPSWLRQ1RWLILFDWLRQ

7R -RQDWKDQ*XQQHOO
)URP /LQGD*RRGIHOORZ,5%&KDLU
6XEMHFW 3URWRFRO
'DWH 

The protocol 2016/05/7. RELEVANT VERSUS EXTRANEOUS MUSIC IN MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION: A
STUDY OF THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE has been verified by the Institutional Review Board as Exempt
 according to 45CFR46.101(b)(2): Anonymous Surveys - No Risk on 06/15/2016.

The consent form and protocol summary are attached and stamped with IRB approval and approval date. You
should use the stamped forms as originals for copies that you distribute or display.

If you propose any changes in your procedure or consent process, you must complete an amendment form of
those changes and submit it to the IRB Chair for approval. Please wait for the approval before implementing any
changes to the original protocol. In addition, if any unanticipated problems or adverse effects on subjects are
discovered, you must immediately report them to the IRB Chair before proceeding with the study.

Because the study is exempt and there is no specific expiration date, you will not receive a continual renewal
notification nor will  you need to complete an annual report. However, when the study is complete, you must
terminate the study by completing the Exempt Study Termination Form that can be found under IRB
Documentation. Please  upload the completed form to your protocol page via Mentor.   Keep a copy of your
research records, other than those you have agreed to destroy for confidentiality, over a period of five years after
the study’s completion.

Please note that changes to your protocol may affect its exempt status.  Please contact me directly to discuss
any changes you may contemplate.

Thank you for contributing to Duquesne's research endeavors,

Linda Goodfellow, PhD, RN, FAAN
IRB Chair
goodfellow@duq.edu
$WWDFKPHQWV
3URWRFRO&RQVHQW$SSURYHGSGI
3URWRFRO3URWRFRO6XPPDU\DSSURYHGSGI
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Appendix D 
University of Pittsburgh IRB Approval 
 
University of Pittsburgh
Institutional Review Board
3500 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 383­1480
(412) 383­1508
(fax)
http://www.irb.pitt.edu
 
 
Memorandum
   
To: Jonathan Gunnell
From: IRB Office
Date: 6/27/2016
IRB#: PRO16060503
Subject: RELEVANT VERSUS EXTRANEOUS MUSIC IN MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION: A
STUDY OF THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE
The above-referenced project has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board.  Based on the information
provided, this project meets all the necessary criteria for an exemption, and is hereby designated as "exempt"
under section
45 CFR 46.101(b)(2)
 
 
The IRB has approved the advertisement that was submitted for review as written. As a reminder, any changes to
the advertisement other than to edit contact information requires IRB approval prior to distribution.
Please note the following information:
Investigators should consult with the IRB whenever questions arise about whether planned changes to an
exempt study might alter the exempt status. Use the "Send Comments to IRB Staff" link displayed on
study workspace to request a review to ensure it continues to meet the exempt category. 
It is important to close your study when finished by using the "Study Completed" link displayed on the
study workspace.
Exempt studies will be archived after 3 years unless you choose to extend the study. If your study is
archived, you can continue conducting research activities as the IRB has made the determination that your
project met one of the required exempt categories.  The only caveat is that no changes can be made to the
application. If a change is needed, you will need to submit a NEW Exempt application.
Please be advised that your research study may be audited periodically by the University of Pittsburgh Research Conduct and
Compliance Office.
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Duquesne University IRB Amendment Approval 
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7KHUHVHDUFKUHPDLQVVXEMHFWWRDOOVWLSXODWLRQVSXWIRUWKLQWKLV,5%¶VRULJLQDODSSURYDOQRWLILFDWLRQDQGDQQXDO
UHYLHZUHPDLQVRQWKHF\FOHGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHRULJLQDODSSURYDO

7KHDPHQGHGFRQVHQWIRUPLIDSSOLFDEOHLVDWWDFKHGVWDPSHGZLWKFXUUHQWDSSURYDOGDWHEXWRULJLQDOH[SLUDWLRQ
GDWH<RXVKRXOGXVHWKHDPHQGHGVWDPSHGIRUPDVRULJLQDOIRUFRSLHVWKDWDUHGLVWULEXWHGRUGLVSOD\HG

,I\RXKDYHDQ\TXHVWLRQVIHHOIUHHWRFRQWDFWPH
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'DYLG'HOPRQLFR3K'
,QVWLWXWLRQDO5HYLHZ%RDUG&KDLU
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Appendix F 
Email to Instructors 
Dear (instructor’s name), 
I hope your semester is going well.  As you may know, I am in the process of 
working on my dissertation for my doctorate in Instructional Technology and Leadership 
in the School of Education at Duquesne University.  I am excited to say that my proposal 
has been accepted and I have obtained IRB clearance from both Duquesne and Pitt, 
where I will also be collecting data. 
I am writing to ask if you would be able to assist me in recruiting participants for 
my study.  I am simply looking for English speaking adults who are actively enrolled in a 
higher education program.  The experiment is done fully-online, takes 20-30 minutes, and 
requires only a computer, an internet connection, and a quiet working space.   
I have attached a brief description of the study and instructions for accessing the online 
survey.  If you could simply share this document with your students and encourage them 
to participate, I would be very grateful.   
 
Please let me know if you have any questions! 
Thanks, 
Jonathan Gunnell 
Doctoral Candidate 
School of Education 
Duquesne University 
email: gunnellj@duq.edu 
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Appendix G 
Email to Participants 
Hello, 
You are being asked to participate in a research project that seeks to investigate 
the effects music that has been intentionally designed to align with instructional content 
may have on learning outcomes in instructional multimedia presentations. 
In this study, which will take between 20 and 30 minutes, you will be asked to complete a 
brief questionnaire about your prior meteorological knowledge, musical abilities, and 
demographic information, view an instructional video about the formation of lightning, 
and complete several tasks meant to measure your ability to remember and process events 
found in the instructional video.  You can complete this survey from any location with a 
solid internet connection.  Hearing the audio presented in this survey is essential to the 
study so you are strongly encouraged to use headphones or work in a quiet place where 
you will not disturb others. 
 
For more information and to begin the survey, please follow this link: 
(LINK TO CONSENT FORM) 
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Appendix H 
Consent Form 
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY 
600 FORBES AVENUE   ¨   PITTSBURGH, PA 15282 
 
 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
 
TITLE: RELEVANT VERSUS EXTRANEOUS MUSIC 
IN MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION: 
A STUDY OF THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE 
 
INVESTIGATOR: Jonathan Gunnell, Doctoral Candidate, School of 
Education, Duquesne University 
 
ADVISOR: (if applicable) Joseph Kush, PhD.  Professor, School of Education, 
Duquesne University 
      
 
SOURCE OF SUPPORT: This study is being performed as partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the doctoral degree in 
Instructional Technology at Duquesne University. 
 
PURPOSE: You are being asked to participate in a research 
project that seeks to investigate the effects music 
that has been intentionally designed to align with 
instructional content may have on learning 
outcomes in instructional multimedia presentations. 
 
 In order to qualify for participation, you must be: 
• 18 years of age or older 
• Currently enrolled in an academic program 
at a higher education institution. 
 
PARTICIPANT 
PROCEDURES:  In this study, which will take between 20 and 30 
minutes, you will be asked to complete a brief 
questionnaire about your prior meteorological 
knowledge, musical abilities, and demographic 
information, view an instructional video about the 
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formation of lightning, and complete several tasks 
meant to measure your ability to remember and 
process events found in the instructional video.  
You can complete this survey from any location 
with a solid internet connection.  Hearing the audio 
presented in this survey is essential to the study so 
you are strongly encouraged to use headphones or 
work in a quiet place where you will not disturb 
others. 
 
These are the only requests that will be made of 
you. 
 
RISKS AND BENEFITS: There are no risks greater than everyday life.  While 
there may be no direct benefits to you, your 
association with this project will help myself and 
other researchers to better understand how to 
improve instruction.   
 
COMPENSATION: There will be no compensation for participation in 
this study. 
 
Participation in the project will require no monetary 
cost to you.   
 
CONFIDENTIALITY: Your participation in this study and any personal 
information that you provide will be kept confidential 
at all times and to every extent possible.   
 
Your name will never appear on any survey or 
research instruments.  All written and electronic 
forms and study materials will be kept secure.  Your 
response(s) will only appear in statistical data 
summaries.  The personally identifiable information 
collected in this study consists of general 
demographic information (age, gender, academic 
achievement) only and cannot be used to distinguish 
individual identity.  Any study materials with 
personally identifiable information will be 
maintained for three years after the completion of 
the research and then destroyed.  No tracking 
software will be utilized and no IP addresses 
retained.  Data will be collected and maintained by 
Qaultrics using Transport Layer Security (TLS) 
encryption for all transmitted data.  Data collected 
through Qualtrics is stored in one specific location 
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within the United States and does not float around 
in the “cloud”.  Qualtrics meets or exceeds the 
minimum requirements as outlined in FIPS 
Publication 200.  Data will be exported directly to 
the researcher’s computer and not copied to an 
additional location or shared via any cloud sharing 
service. 
  
RIGHT TO WITHDRAW: You are under no obligation to participate in this 
study.  You are free to withdraw your consent to 
participate at any time during the study by clicking 
the “exit” button or closing this window. 
 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS: A summary of the results of this research will be 
supplied to you, at no cost, upon request. 
 
VOLUNTARY CONSENT: I have read the above statements and understand 
what is being requested of me.  I also understand 
that my participation is voluntary and that I am free 
to withdraw my consent at any time, for any reason.  
On these terms, I certify that I am willing to 
participate in this research project. 
 
 I understand that should I have any further 
questions about my participation in this study, I 
may call Jonathan Gunnell.  Should I have 
questions regarding protection of human subject 
issues, I may call Dr.  Linda Goodfellow, Chair of 
the Duquesne University Institutional Review 
Board, at 412.396.1886.   
 
 
Please remember that by completing this questionnaire you are voluntarily consenting to 
participate in this study.   
 
 
 
 
